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A New Hot Spot For
Murray-Kentucky Lake area top Rand McNally selection I

Mtiiiray Ledger & Times
Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879
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VOLUME los NO.213

News In Brief
Jerry Lewis Telethon raises
a record $39 million for MD
I..AS VEGAS, Nev. 1AP I — The 22nd annual Jerry Lewis Labor Day
Telethon raised a record $39,021;723 to fight muscular dystrophy in a
21 1,4-hour, star-studded extravaganza a drained Lewis called "a goad
day for mankind."
The amount raised between Sunday and Monday afternoon broke
the previous mark, set last year, by $5 million.
"As corny as it may sound, my God, what a good day for mankind,
Lewis told a national TV audience at the close of the extravaganza at
Caesars Palace on the Las Vegas Strip.
A month ago Lewis had expressed concern that the demise of other
telethons, such as the one for the March of Dimes, might hurt his
show, considered the granddaddy of the species.
A long list of corporate sponsors presented Lewis with more than
834.3 million • in checks in addition to the $39 million pledged by
viewers watching the telethon on 200 stations across the United States
and Canada.
Celebrities sang and danced while muscular dystropy victims —
"Jerry's kids" — and their families made poignant pleas for money
to help fight 12 different diseases and 24 neuromuscular disorders
targeted by the Muscular Dystrophy Association.
"No one can know how much it means to me and 'my kids' to have
the American people outdo their previous support of my telethon for
MDA year after year." Lewis said in a statement issued after the
telethon.
During the telethon, a wheelchair-bound Bob Sampson,former vice
president of United Airlines, told of his battle against the crippling
disease
•'These lungs are going fast," he said. "You don't die of muscular
dystrophy, you die of pneumonia, or something else. If not, ultimately you will die of strangulation. So they do a tracheotomy and put you
on a respirator. So you buy six months.
"I don't want a respirator." Sampson said, his voice breaking. "I
want to sit up and see what this looks like when it comes to get you."
Lewis, who spends half of his time throughout the year working to
raise money for the MDA, had sought "one dollar more" than last
year's record.
He said this year's hudget for the association will be $100 million,
with the money used for a variety of purposes, including patient care
and research.
Lewis' co-hosts included Sammy Davis Jr.. Ed McMahon,Casey
Kasem, Julius LaRosa and Tony Orlando.
Others on the show included Frank Sinatra, Bill Cosby, Barbara
Mandrell, Paul Anka, Susan Anton, Maureen McGovern, Jack Jones,
Engelbert Humperdinck, Tom Jones, Angela Lansbury, AnnMargret, Jack Lemmon, Patty Duke, Rich Little and wrestler Hulk
Hogan.
It has raised some $443 million over the years. Money from corporate sponsors and other fund-raisers, such as kiddie carnivals.
have pushed the total raised for the MDA to some SI billion.
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Murray and Kentucky Lake area
nation's No. 1 retirement choice

AB(' Television Network cameraman Rich Cavallere checks his settings
Morning America" today from the Murra -Calloway County Park. Hamlinduring a broadcast of ABC's "Good
were featured during a segment announcing the Murray.Kentuck Lake residents Don and Carol Pritchard
y
area as the No. 1 choice for retirees.
The selection appears in the publication "Rand McNally's Retireme
nt Places Rated."

From staff and AP reports
If you watched the "Good Morning America" show today, you
know that the Murray-Kentucky
Lake region has been listed the
No. 1 retirement place in America
by a new book — "Rand McNally's
Retirement Places Rated."
A "Good Morning America"
crew was in the Murray City Park
early today to interview"Don and
Carol Pritchard, a couple who
retired to Hamlin in Calloway
County, live via satellite on the nationwide ABC news and talkshow.
Within minutes of the airing
Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Executive
Vice President Steve Zea said they
were already receiving calls from
all over the country, including
Florida, Texas, Ohio and Kentucky, from people wanting information about retiring to this area.
Loretta Jobs, a local real estate
broker, also reported a flood of
phone calls shortly after the airing
from people in New Jersey, Indiana, Florida and Texas.
Zea said the chamber learned of
Rand McNally's rating process
and submitted information at their

(Cont'd on page 2)

Rand McNally
highlights top
131 locations
for retirees
NEW YORK 1AP I — Here is a list. in
order of ranking, of the 131 retirement
spots examined in ''Rand McNally's
Retirement Places RatedMuirsy-kentuekt Lake, kV.
2 Clayton-Clarkesville Ga
3 Hot Springs-Lake Ouachita, Ark
4 Grand Lake-Lake Tenkiller. Okla
5 Fayetteville. Ark
6 Saint George-Zion. Utah
7 Brownsville -Harlingen. Texas
h Bloomington-Brown County, Ind
9 San Antonio. Texas
10 Port Angeles-Strait of Juan de
Fuca. Wash
11 Mountain Home-Bull Shwas. Ark
12 Charleston, S.0
13 Bellingham, Wash
14. Athens-Cedar Creek, Texas
15 Biloxi-Gulfport, Miss
16 Branson-Cassville-Table Rock
Lake. Miss
17 Franklin County, Tenn
18 Hamilton-Bitterroot Valley. Mont
19, Southport, N.0
20. Blacksburg. Va

WASHINGTON — Members of Congress return this week to desks
still cluttered with the unfinished business of summer and to a fall
schedule dominated by the fight over President Reagan's nomination
of Robert H Bork to the Supreme Court.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration is exploring new
ideas to head off what officials believe will be almost certain defeat
for the Nicaraguan Contras resulting from the Central America
peace agreement signed a month ago.
WASHING TON — Two years after the U.S. government began turning over its Earth-viewing satellites to the private sector, the program faces an uncertain future because of competition from France,
Japan, India and now the Soviet Union.
NEW YORK — Inner-city teachers face far worse problems with
student violence, parent apathy and lack of administrative support
than their rural or suburban counterparts, says a new Carnegie
Foundation study
NEW YORK — Jesse Jackson said he'll seek the 1988 Democratic
(Cont'd on page?)
presidential nomination and told enthusiastic crowds at a Caribbean American festival and at NBC picket lines that with their support he
can win it.
BONN, West Germany — Freed West German hostage Alfred
Schmidt returned home this morning after seven months in captivity
and planned to attend a reunion with family members, a report said.
West Germany denied it made any deal for his release.
a SMITHLAND, K. (API —
Multi-millionaire Jim R. Smith
—Today's Index
has announced ; plans for a $1
One Section — 14 Pages
billion development here that Will
Classifieds
feature a vacation resort and a
12, 13
Comics
theme park "bigger and better
12
Crosswords
than Opryland "
.11
Dear Abby
5
"I'm telling you I'm going to do
Horoscope
11
this and Jim Smith has never told
Murray Today
4, s
a' lie," he said at a news conObituaries
. 10
ference Monday, to announce the
On Education
. 7
ambitious development.
Perspective
.. 3
The plans also call for a residenForecast
Sports
—.8. 9
tial area, an airport, an 18-hole
Tonight: Continued mostly
off course, a hunting preserve,
cloudy with a 20 penent chance
MISS
of thundershowers. Low in the
YOUR PAPER?
mid 60s. Light northwest wind
Sub sc fiber% who hoOe not
Wednesday: Decreasing
-received thelr horne•dol4verad
-cloudiness.
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Extended Forecast
limas by 530 p m Monday
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. IAP — A
The extended forecast for
Friday lr by 3 30 p m Saturday
Paducah
businessman has asked
Thursday through Saturday
ore urged to cull 733 1916 bet
the
state-for
permission to mine a
calls for partly clotidy condiween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
vein of coal he owns that is now,
Monday through Friday, or
tions with warn days and mild
underneath a federally funded
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
nights.
watershed lake — a move that
Offica Hours - I a.m.-3 p.m.
both the coal industry and enLAKE LEVELS
Monday thru Friday. I a.m. 12
Kentucky
p.m. Saturday.
vironmentalists say could set
355.7
Barkley
several legal precedents.
355.7
A.D. Wright Jr. bought the coal

ABC's Unit Manager Dick Reid, left, and cameraman Rich Ca% aliere finalize
preparations for the live
satellite broadcast. A portable satellite uplink facility transmitted the signal to New
York.
Staff photos by Greg Travis

Businessman announces $1 billion complex
exotic game preserve and highrise office complex.
Smith, a highway contractor,
coal operator. railroad and
restaurant owner, said the project
would be built in phases with a
100-acre lake, including a threeacre island, to be finished by the
end of the month.
Work on a 6,500-foot airport runway was to start today and the
first work on a 10-story office
building is scheduled by
Thanksgiving, Smith told the news
conference at his home All other

work is scheduled to begin next
spring.
The theme park is scheduled to
open in 1989.
His resources for financing the
project include cash. assets and
lines of credit. Smith said. "There
won't be a penny of state or federal money put into it," he,
said.
Most of the development will be
on about 2.000 acres Smith already
owns, from U.S. 60 to the Ohio
River in Livingston County. He
said he would purchase_Dgeadi-

tional 8,000 acres
Smith made his plans public
during a Labor Day picnic for the
800 employees of his companies.
The picnic was centered under a
tent at his plush home along the
Ohio River.
Smith rose from A modest
business as a bulldozer operator 25
years ago to become a successful
highway contractor. He built the
area's major highways, including
most of Interstate 24 and used pro(Cont'd on page?)

Paducah man's coal suit may set precedent
— what he says is $9 million worth
of high-quality, low sulfur ore —
under 64 acres of land in northern
Christian County.
Wright has accused both the
man who arranged the purchase
and the board that operates the
lake built by the federal government to retain floodwater of
defrauding him. He has sued, been

sued, and has countersued, and he
is protesting a petition to declare
the land unsuitable for mining.
The unsuitable-land petition
would make the lake the first site
in Kentucky to be declared unconditionally off-limits to miners
under state law, said Robert E.
Nickel, director of the permit division of the state Natural

Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet.
Because there are hundreds of
federal watershed lakes across the
country, 23 in Christian County
alone, the precedent could range
even further, say environmentalists and the coal industry.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Locations...
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(Cont'd from page 1)
from page I
21 Asheville
C
request about the Murray Zt Daytona Beach. Fla
Calloway County area such as cost
23 Crossville Tenn
"
24 McAllen-Edutburg-Mission. Texas
of living and Kentucky Lake.
25 Kalispell. Mont
Things such as crime rates are na26 Medford-Ashland lire
tional statistics, Zea said, "so they
27 Canton Lake Tattakoni Te)ka,
were able to go to the FBI index
2s Coeur d - Alene Idaho
29 Flagstaff. Aru
and look at that.
30 St Petersburg -Cleary.ater Fla
"Rand McNally was very
31 Redding Calif
32 Hendersonville-Bret ard. N C
deliberate in verifying all these
33 Springfield. Mu
facts to the extreme that they
34 Oscoda-Huron Shure Mich
checked and double-checked.
35 Lakeland- V1 interhaven Fla
36 Camden-Penobscot Bat Maine
From that. they sat down and used
37 Tuain Fiarte Yosemite Calif
an index of some sort." lea said.
36 Paris-Big Sandy. Tenn
According to "Rand McNally's
39 Prescott Ariz
40 Brunswick-Golden Isles. Ga
Retirement Places Rated," Mur41 Fort Myers.Cape Coral. Fla
ray ranks 17th of 131 cities in
42 Phoenix. Aria
money matters; 55th in climate:
43 Las Cruces. N M
44 Missoula. Mont
11th in personal safety: 31st in ser45 ugene Springfield Ore
vices: 19th in housing; and 93rd in
le Tucson Aria
leisure living
17 Hanover N H
"There are places with better
O Bend. Orr
49 Melbourne Titusyllte,Palln BO climate in the book, and there are
Fla
places with a lower cost of living,
Si) Gainesville. lake Lamer. Ga
and 92 of them have more things to
51 MIAMI Hialeah. Fla
52 Panama City. Fla
do. ... But on balance. Murray-Cluco-Paradise Calif
Kentucky Lake has more to offer
54 Front Royal. Va
55 tlar Harbor-Frenchman Bay Maine
in general." said David Savageau.
56 Athens. Ga
co-author of he book with Richard
Murray Ledger ti Times Staff Writer and Photographer Donna Newcomb interviews Murray -Calloway Coun57 Fairhope-Gulf Shore, if
Boyer.
ty Chamber 9f Commerce Executi%e %'ice President Steve Zea, left, and Chamber President Harold Doran in
Si' Fredericksburg Texas
For most, the ideal retirement
514 1.1.:
641
)
,
a.,a
gilr
ei. R
FILer. VC is
the park following this morning's announcement on "Good Morning America" of the Murray -Kentucky Lake
place is the town in which they
area's selection as the No. 1 spot for retirees in America.
61 Rhinelander, Kis
live. But for the 250,000 retirees
62 San Diego. Calif
who move each year, Savageau
63 Fort Walton Beach, Fla
64 irginia Beach NorfolkVa
and Boyer examined the options.
6.5 Red Bluff-Sacramento Valley Calif
giving equal weight to the six
66 :rand Junction. Colo
factors.
67 Yuma Arta
61' Kern ilk Texas
The authors said they used
69 Burnet Marble fi'alls Llano Texas
demographic evidence and the ad70 Rusaell N M •
vice of experts to choose the 131
71 Sarasota. Fla
72 Myrtle Beach. S C
areas they examined. A previous
73 Orlando Fla
edition in 1983 looked at 107 loca74- cltyinpia. Wash
tions; 85 are profiled in both
v7
i,
5h Trat erse City -Grand Traterse Bay
editions.
76 -ocean Oty--.Assateague Island Ml
The top 10 places, after Murray 77 Amherst Northampton. Mass
Kentucky Lake,. were Clayton7* State College Pa
79 Albuquerque. N M
Clarkesville,, Ga.: Hot Springs.
*0 Fort Collins-Loveland C040
LakeOuachita, Ark.: Grand Lake.
*1 San 1.4119 Obispo, Calif
LakeTenkiller, Okla.; Fayet*2 Austin. Texas
▪ Kauai HilMall
teville, Ark.; Saint George-Zion.
lake Havasu City-Kingman Aria
Utah; Brownsville-Harlingen.
s.5 Petosky Straits of Ma( ktnac Mich
Texas; Bloomington-Brown Coun1 Yming. NM
•7 N. aport-lancoln City ore
ty, Ind.: San Antonio. Texas: and
iharlottesville VA
Port Angeles-Strait of Juan de
•ky ,H;t110b0th Ha Indian .River Ra
Fuca, Wash.
--I
-LeXtrartOrt- K)
The states with the most reiire91 Oak Harbor Whidbey Isiand Wash
ment places were Florida, with
9:: Chapel Hill NI'
15; California, 10: Texas. nine;
93 Houghton Lake Mich
94 Dour County. Y.ts
and Michigan, six.
95 Bradenton Fla
The bottom 10 include three
96 Winchester Va
spots in New York State and New
97 Benrungloal VI
9* Fort Lauderdale Hollywood
Hampshire and two in New
Pompano Beach. Fla
Jersey. The 131st-rated area is
99 Hilton Head Beaufort S C
An satellite system from Armstrong International Teleports, Inc. of New Kensington, Pa. provided
the
Portsmouth-Dover-Durham.
10o Maui Hawaii
necessary electronic equipment for the broadcast.
101 Salinas Seaside. Monterey. Calif
N.H., but that doesn't mean it is
ICC Burlington. VI
the worst place to retire.
103 Grass Valley-Truckeem. Calif
The authors surveyed only a
11(44, tyLilpoirae6 .
76prIngs- Colo
flit
quarter of the 515 locations idenlo6
Boise Idaho
tified by the federal government
107 Am'. Arbor Mich.
as retirement places, and did not
lOn Easton Chesapeake Bay, Md
i09 Las Vegas, Net
list places in 12 states: Alaska.
110 Iowa illy Iowa
Kansas, Illinois, Louisiana, Min111 Madison Wis
nesota, Nebraska, North Dakota..,-...
112 West -Palen Beach Boca Ratio.
Delray Beach. Fla
Ohio, Rhode Island, South Dakota.
113 Santa Rosa Petaluma Calif
West Virginia and Wyoming.
14 Cape Cod Mass
".10h
Some of.the traditional Sun Belt
,R
N st
KeetnapN
F
16
1 11 5 :,an
retirement spots have lost stature
117 Friday Harbor San Juan Island,
because of escalating crime rates
in recent years, the book says.
1. lancaster f'a
119 Clear Lake. Calif
West Palm Beach-Boca Raton.
1241 Canandaigua. N
DelrayBeach, Fla., for example.
121 Rend, Nev
is ranked 130th for personal safe112 Carson City Minden Nev
122 Ne% PaltuUlster Count', N Y
ty, because of a crime rate far
.124 Columbia County N
higher than the national average:
125 Lak onia -Lake Winnipesaukee
overall, the area rated 112th.
N H
126 Cape May N
Murray-Kentucky Lake, by
127 North Conway White Mountain,
comparison, has a crime rate less
N H
than half the national average.
125 Ocean County. N J
Murray Mar Holmes Ellis
129 Monticello-Liberty, N Y
130 Litchfield County. Conn
also pointed to other assets: near171 Portsmouth-Dover-Durham. N H
by lakes for aquatic activities.
Murray State University for
education, a 3 percent unemployment rate and low cost of living.
Freddie Lee Mikeal, 22, of
"We have a very good quality of
Texas, who escaped from the
life," he said, one that has atJim Logan, ABC audio man makes some last-minute adjustments to the earphone for Don Pritchard,
Miller Courthouse Annex Wednesa tracted many retirees. The rankmilitary retiree who, pictured along with his wife Carol, chose the Murray-Kentucky Lake area for their
day- during district court proing, he said, "will just reinforce
retirement home.
ceedings has been arrested in a
staff photos by tape Travis
their choice."
motel in Ocala. Fla.
Mikeal was appearing in court
abandoned that idea and has pro- which owns the easements within mined before the lake was formed.
on automoble theft charges when
posed building a dike, or tem- which the lake lies. Wright has
Wright never checked with Up.
he walked out of the courtroom
porary dam, around the section of sued Upper Tradewater in Chris- per Tradewater. however. His
(Cont'd from page 1).
and allegedly stole a 1988 Lincoln
the lake he want to mine.
tian Circuit Court to temporarily allegation that the district
Wright says he did not know the
Towncar on the Murray court
void the easements, a.nd the fraudulently misled the Ian.
land would contain a lake when he
square. The car was recovered by,
He says the dam would protect
district has countersued and has downers has been informally rehurriedly bought it for $75,000 last
Florida police
the lake from any mining sediasked
the state to declare the pro- jected by Christian Circuit Judge
September.
ment that might contaminate it.
perty unsuitable for mining.
Edwin White.
When he found out, he originally
His permit application is opposed
The Upper Tradewater board is
Hank Graddy, a lawyer for the
wanted to drain the lake. Enby the, Upper Tradewater River
The Murray Fire Department
countering resistance, Wright
Watershed Conservancy District, a local arm of the federal Soil Con- state Sierra Club. said Wright's
was
called to the Seventh and
servation Service. District boards proposal "is to a great extent a
Poplar Church of Christ Monday
select sites where watershed lakes throwback to the rape-and-run
at approximately 3:32 p.m. to exand dams may be needed to pre- era," and he declared that "we
tinguish
a grass fire, according to
vent flooding. They get the should be well beyond considering
a spokesman for the department.
necessary easements with tax this kind of devastating option."
The cause of the fire was not
money they are allowed to collect,
Wright defends his project, saylisted.
or by having the easements ing the dike would be effective
Fire fighters were also called to
WASHINGTON Al'tt — April 15 to bring taxes withheld from their donated.
because the water is only a few
is more than seven months away, paychecks into line with the new
Hart Hall on the Murray State
The federal government then feet deep at most, and contending
campus Friday to wash down an
but as the Internal Revenue Sertax law. The withholding form
pays for construction of the dams that his reclamation plan would
vice sees it, it is never too early to
area in the parking lot where a car
must be submitted to the and lakes, which generally have leave a valuable wildlife habitat.
had been 'leaking gas, the
employer — not to the IRS.
get conurned about your federal
100-year lives, and turns them
The second precedent-setting
spokesman added.
income taxes.
The new 55-page Publication 920 back over to the board for issue involves. a little-used state
maintenance.
• So the IRS today urged tax- explains, major individual tax
law that prohibits "encroachchanges
in
the
new
law,
which
the
Upper Tradewater's Banker ment" on any reservoir approved
payers to write or Call for two free
publications that explain some of IRS -.says represents the most Lake was formed in February by Congress. Upper Tradewater is
from page I)
the hundreds of major changes sweeping rewrite of the federal after the Soil Conservation Service using the law to object to Wright's (Cont'd
tax
code
since
it
was
enacted
dammed
fits
from
the contracting business
in
Castleberr
y
Creek
near
brought about by the big tax
mining plan.
1913. Publication 921 explains the the Upper Tradewater River. The
to invest in coal and other
overhaul enacted in 1986.
The law should apply to waterbusiness changes in 3 pages.
dam cost the federal government shed lakes, which are federally
ventures.
"We are trying to get out the
The
1986
law
cut
individual
$465,000:
and
As many as 5,000 construction
'
easements
for
the lake funded, says lawyer Tom Fitmessage that you can't wait until
jobs, involving union labor, would
cost the district approximately zGerald of the Kentucky Resource
next April to acquaint yourself corporate tax rates, almost doubl$24,000.
be created by the expansive prowith the new law," IRS ed personal exemptions, reduced
Council, an environmental group,
or
eliminated
several
ject,
Smith said. An employment
itemized
The
dam
was
already
under con- and Upper Tradewater lawyer
spokesman Wilson Fadely said.
deductions and libosted the stan- struction when Wright bought the
office
will open 'soon in Smithiand,
Dan Thomas.
The IRS also used release of the dard deductions for non-itemizers. property, but he said
he added.
he was
however,
Wright,
said
law
the
new publications as an occasion to
The new booklets are written in
assured by the previous owners was written to apply to large lakes
The housing- portion of the propoint out another. closer deadline. a less formal style and are more
that Upper Tradewater board and dams like those built by the
ject will he called "Smith
- All employees are required to file
understandable than the usual IRS Chairman Noble Robinson had Tennessee Valley Authority
Village," but no name has been
and
a 1987 W-4 or W-4A form by Oct. 1 document.
promised that the coal could be the Corps of Engineers.
picked for the theme park.

Stolen car recovered

Suit...

Grass fire reported

IRS issues booklets to help taxpayers
cope with changes in federal tax laws

Complex...

Congress has
work to do as
summer ends
WASHINGTON (API —
Members of -.Congress return this
week to summer's unfinished
business and to a fall schedule
dominated by the fight over President Reagan's nomination of
Robert H. Bork to the Supreme
Court.
The Bork hearings begin Sept 15
in the Senate Judiciary Committee, which first meets Wednesday
on Reagan's nomination o William
S. Sessions to be director of the
FBI.
Little if any opposition is expected to Sessions, 57, chief U.S.
district judge for the Western
District of Texas. If confirmed by
the full Senate. Sessions will
replace William H. Webster,
whOm Reagamnamed to head the
CIA.

•

Two other presidential namina.
tions promise controversy this
week: On Wednesday morning the
Senate convenes and votes On
whether to shut off a filibuster
against Reagan's nomination of
Melissa Wells to be ambassador to
Mozambique
On Thursday. the Senate Com, merce Committee will consider C.
William Verity to replace the late
Malcolm Baldrige as secretary of
commerce.
A coalition of conservatives in,
eluding Republican presidential
candidate Rep Jack Kemp of New
York has complained to members
of the committeeabout Vents'. 70,
the former chairrnn and chief...executive officer Of the Armco Inc •
The group claimed Verity tried
to loosen t• S trade restrictions
with the Soviet Union while serv.
ing as co-chairman of the
U.S.-U.S S R Trade and
Economi( Council from 1977 to
1984
If confirmed, Verity would take
over the Commerce Department
just as the Senate and House begin
to work out differences in major
trade legislation each body passed
during the summer
The Judiciary Committee is
unlikely to have the final word on
Bork the full Senate will probably
consider the nomination in early
October.
The Senate has been unable to
deal quickly With most major
issues this year including a bill to
reform campaign financing. That
bill is on A e(inesday's floor
schedule.
The Senate also has been unable
to 'resolve partisan differences
Over a $302 billion bill authorizing
defense spending for the fiscal
year beginning Oct.. 1.
Republicans object,to Democratic
amendments that would limit
testing of Reagan's Strategic
Defense Initiative IStar Wars" t.
Both -the Senate and the House
will have to act again. by Sept 17,
on legislation to raise the national
debt. A temporary increase was
approved just in time for the
August recess. but without agreement on an amendment that would
revive the Gramm-Rudman
budget:balancing law.

CNN: Hart
wont resume
his campaign
SAN FRANCISCO iAPi — Gary
Hart will announce tonight that he
is not resuming his presidential
campaign, Cable News Network
reported, but the Colorado
Democrat told a newspaper col.
umnist his political fall had
generated sympathy.
Hart, who withdrew from the
presidential race May 8 amidst
news reports about an extramarital relationship with
actress-model Donna Rice, is
scheduled to be interviewed on a
special e ition of ABC's
"Nightline'tonight.
He will a logize for his actions
during his campaign, CNN
reported Monday.
NBC Nightly News reported
Monday that Hart's advisers were
urging hrm to say again that he
would not run for president.
'Neither CNN nor NBC cited the
source of its report.
The "Nightline" interview with
anchorman Ted Koppel will be
Hart's first lengthy public appearance since he withdrew. •
Speculation that Hart might
resume his quest for the
Democratic nomination was
sparked last month when Bill Dixon, his former campaign
manager, told a radio interviewer
he believed Hart would get back in
the race.

-A!
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PERSPECTIVE
In a surprising interpretation of the Davis-Bacon Act,
the Justice Department has
held that the requirement to
pay prevailing wage rates on
projects financed by federal
Urban Development Action
Grants and Community Development Block Grants does
not apply in all cases. By one
estimate, the ruling will cut
the cost of projects funded by
UDAG and Community Development grants by 25 percent.
The Housing Act of 1974
states that the prevailing
wage must be paid for "construction work financed in
whole or in part" with federal
funds. When government
funds are used expressly to
pay construction costs, Assistant Attorney General
Charles J. Cooper held, the
requirement to pay the prevailing wage, which in reality
means union wages, applies.
However. Cooper drew a distinction between construction
work and a construction
project.
•
A project encompasses
every aspect olan enterprise,
he said. from acquiring the

Agree Or Not

land and designing buildings
to erecting them and equipping theft. If the construction
work is privately financed
and the other aspects of the
construction project are funded with UDAG or Community
Development money, the prevailing-wage requirement
does not apply to the construction workers, he held.
In all probability, this
means that companies do,ing
UDAG or Community Development projects will see that
in their mix of private and
federal financing, the private
money is earmarked for construction, enabling them to
evade Davis-Bacon. The ruling could seriously weaken
unions in the construction industry, at the very least leaving many of their members
without work. That developers should seek to hold down
their labor costs is understandable; but it is ironic that
two programs aimed at overcoming poverty problems
should allow the beneficiaries
of those programs to subsidize them—with substandard
wages.

By S.C. VanCuron

Appalachia not keeping state's pace
FRANKFORT — The Appalachian area has not kept pace
with the rest of the state in
creating new jobs and economic
growth according to a report
released last week by Appalachia
Science in the Public Interest
after a two-month study this summer. It is based chiefly on figures
from the Kentucky Commerce
department
Like most of the other reports
about the economy and life in Appalachia, it dwells on failure about
lack of jobs and what the area
doesn't have that other areas have
attained toward prosperity and a
better way of life instead of searching out the whys of the failures
and trying to correct them.
The federal and state governments have poured millions into
Appalachia in Kentucky, but the
improvement in most areas has
been moving up from a band aid to
a stitike bandage for the ailment.
I served my time on the old
Eastern Kentucky Regional Planning Commission that was created
by Lt. Gov. Harry: Lee Waterfield
after the 1957 flood. This commission was a panel of Eastern Kentucky Citizens who worked for
more than three years without a
penny of pay while paying their
own expenses and traveling to a
full-day meeting once each month
somewhere in the district or in
Frankfort.
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All resources of state government for information and planning
aid was at the command of our
paid staff of two people.
From many other studies we
know the disadvantages:
A terrain suitable only for subsistence farming, timbering and
coal mining.
The virgin timber is gone for all
practical purposes and a lot of the
second growth has been cut.
Forestry and replanting has made
acceptable gains, but this is a
long-time culture that doesn't sup.
port large populations.
Mining came next in the late
1800s and early 1900s and has progressed on a boom and bust scale
with mechanical advances making mining easier and more profitable with a large decline in the
number of miners required.
Mechanization has taken its toll in
jobs.
Foreign capital bought the
minerals and timber at a beggar's
price if they didn't get the land
along with it.
In many areas less than 10 percent of the people own 90 percent
of the real estate.
Inaccessibility has been another
strong deterrent only the poorest
class of hardtop roads wove
through parts of the area until
1950s when a road program finally
was put in the planning stages.
Now, only a stretch between
Cumberland and Whitesburg is
lacking in an arterial system linking the entire eastern part of the
state with the rest.
Construction costs are extremely high for mountain roads into an
area with poverty level income
with little hope of improvement
without a large infusion of new industry and business.
Too, a gloomy past doesn't
necessarily reflect a bright future.
We already know all of the
above disadvantages and that the
United Mine Workers Union
scared other industry out by trying to organize their help at mining pay scales. They even tried to
organize retail stores.
Thus, the why is easy to
recognize. The people of Eastern
Kentucky first must be dedicated
to helping themselves and willing
to invest in their own area,
creating industry and jobs. The
area will be just as good as the
people who live there want it to
be....no better, no worse.
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By M.C. Garrott

A hornets' nest and different roses
on the same stem are weekend oddities
This has been not only a holiday in, never again to return to it. Next
weekend but one for the unusual.
spring, they'll build another
First, I heard about John somewhere else. I hope they have
Lovins' hornets' nest in one of his no designs on any of the trees
trees, then I heard about Taz around 1125 Circarama!
Rogers' two different colored
This assumption that they'll
blooms on a branch of one of his abandon the nest, however, has
rose bushes. "You have to see it to prompted John and a neighbor to
believe it," he said, and I did.
make plans for salvaging the thing
John's hornets' nest is one of the once the hornets leave. They want
largest I've ever seen. Discovered to examine it closely and marvel
'in a tree in his backyard at 306 at the way the hornets built it.
North 8th Street, MIS weirove
-Thvo
Meanwhile, John and Louise infeet in length and looks to be about vite anyone who cares to do so to
40 inches around at its largest part stop by and see the nest for
when compared with my themselves. "I can assure you it'll
waistline.
be there until cold weather," he
The hornets swarm in and out of laughed. "I'm not about to disturb
the nest through a hole in one side it."
of it about the size of a golf ball.
• • •
John and wife, Louise, have no
Now for Taz's roses, which I
idea when the hornets came along found just off the front porch of his
and built it. "I've been mowing place at 812 Sha Wa Circle.
under the thing all summer," he
Both blooms are on a branch,
says, "and just happened to look
about 17 inches long and stemming
up one morning. There it was. It from the trunk of a bush about
was the first time I had ever seen
three feet high. One bloom is snow
one that wasn't deep in the woods
white, the other a deep pink, rose
somewhere."
color. Both are at least 5 inches
• • •
across.
The big nest, which looks like it
I wish my late friend, Mr. Terhas been made out of heavy brown
rell Johnson, could have been with
wrappffig papa, IS trittresting10--Ine-vnen-1 stopped-by Taz's place
observe. It is way out near the end
the other morning to see them.
of a limb on a maple tree some 80
Mr. Johnson was a "rose man," a
feet from the house, and is about
real authority on all the different
12 or 14 feet from the ground.
varieties, their care and all that
John's hornets apparently are
stuff. He must have grown every
"city hornets" and used to traffic
variety developed at one time or
and city noises, because they go
another.
about their business — whatever
I wonder, though, if he ever saw
that is — without paying the least
anything like the two so vastly difattention to gawkers like me starferent in color as the two roses I
ing up at the nest from below.
saw on the same 17-inch branch
Those who seem to know a little
and which showed up on Taz's
about hornets say they'll leave
bush.
that rest, once cold weather rolls
The bush bearing the roses has
\iJ

developed from one of five cuttings Taz got from a bush up his
street at the home of Mrs. Mae
Thomas, whose late husband, the
Rev. Audrey M. Thomas, was a
member of the Murray Rotary
Club.
Mrs. Thomas, now a patient in
West View Nursing Home, has
identified the variety as "Pink
Chicago Peace."
Taz, who is 80 years old, has rose
bushes all around his place, all
grown from cuttings from older
bushes.
The way he gets these cuttings
started is this: He'll stick the cutting into the ground up to where
the leaves start. Then he cuts the
bottom out of one of these plastic,
2-liter soft drink bottles and, with
its cap off, puts it over the cutting
to keep everything off it.
"Aw, I have some that don't
make it," he chuckled, "but most
of them do, and that's what you
see here."
At least 25 people have stopped
by Taz's place to see the two roses,
he says. Alvis Jones, who lives just
down the street and who is very
knowledgeable in roses, shrubs
and the likes, says he has never
seen anything like it — two different colored roses on the same
branch.
• • •
Mrs. Rogers, who was Violet
Hackett and the youngest sister of
the late Pat Hackett, died seven
years ago. Before her death, she
had worked at Murray Dry
Cleaners, the College Dry
Cleaners and in the Murray State
cafeteria.
She and Taz had two sons.
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40% OF BoYS 6-12
YEARS OLD CANT Do
MORE THAN ONE
PULL-UP; Th SAME
IS TRUE ;OR 70% OF
1 3 OF
GIRLS 6-17. /
BoYS 6-12 AND 50%
OP GIRLS CAN'T RuN
A MILE IN LESS NAN
10 MINUTES..

Commonwealth Comment

By Michael D. Ward

Miranda court decision largely overrated
One of the most overrated and
highly publicized decisions of the
United States Supreme Court is
Miranda v. Arizona.
This 1966 case established what
every viewer of television crime
shows knows to be "The Miranda
Warnings."
In the twenty years since that
decision has come down, there has
been a lot of misunderstanding
and misinterpretation of that
Supreme Court ruling.
Basically, the Miranda Warning
is that litany of rights which are
read to criminal Defendants once
they are in custody and being
Interrogated.
The Miranda Warnings simply
advise the Defendant that
anything they say can be used
against them and that they have
the right to an attorney, whether
they can afford one or not.
Generally speaking, any.statement taken from the Defendant in
violation of tile Miranda decisions
will not be admissable in Court.
However, the Miranda restrictions have never extended as far
as people, even lawyers, have
generally believed.
First of all, it is not uncommon
to see the Miranda Warnings given
by a law enforcement officer — at
least on television — to people who
are simply being interviewed and
are not in custody.

Meredith lives in Tell City, Ind.,
while Bill lives in Benton.
When I asked Taz what he did
before he retired, he replied,
"Just about everything." He once
farmed and worked in a
blacksmith shop in the Lynn
Grove area, he explained. He once
worked as a "mule skinner" for
TVA when they dug the resevoir
for Kentucky Lake and "drove
nails" for 25 years.
He also has done electrical and
plumbing work, worked at the old
clinic that burned at the corner of
North 5th and Walnut Streets some
years ago and with the
Maintenance Department at Murray State.
• • •
We'll be watching the Pope with
special interest when he comes to
visit in the next week or so. One of
the Secret Service men provided
to help provide security for His
Holiness will be Dale Wilson, the
son-in-law of brother Jeff, who
lives out at Lynnville in Graves
County.
Dale is a Murray State graduate
and has been with the Secret Service at the White House and in the
Washington area for almost 19
years now.
• • •
Kay (Mrs. J.D. Outland, a
neighbor on Circarama, has come
up with a Look-Alike. She says
Karen Alexander, who works in
Dr. Richard Crouch's office,
"looks just like" Princess Dianna
— and that's a royal look!

Looking Back
Ten years ago
A proposed new water district
that would serve the city of Hazel,
residents along U.S. 641 South and
an area east of U.S. 641 on old
Murray-Paris Road was discussed
at a public meeting at Hazel Community Center.
Senior Airman Monty S. Cathey,
son of Mrs. Marilyn McCuiston
and the late Gene Cathey, has
been named Outstanding First
Term Airman of Quarter at
Andersen Air Force Base, Guam.
Twenty years ago
H.T. Waldrop has been named
"Realtor of the Year" by Murray
Board of Realtors, according to
Frank Ryan, board president.
A note burning service and
dedication will be Sept. 10 at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church. The
Rev. Harold Lassiter will be
speaker, according to the Rev.
Jerrell White, pastor.
Robert J. Lent and John C. Runyon have enlisted in the United
States Air Force.
Mr. and Mrs. LloythUnderhill of
Hammond, Ind., have been the
guests of her brother, Roy Irvin
and Mrs. Irvin, and sisters, Mrs.
Walter Elkins and Mrs. H.L.
Jones,
Thirty years ago
Army Pvt, Harold F. Shultz, son
of Mrs. Clara Shultz, was
graduated Sept. 2 from a carpentry course at Fort Leonard Wood,
Mo.
Murray High School Tigers and
a team from Halls, Tenn., played
to a 6-6 tie in Murray's opening
football game of the season.
Recent births at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Alton.

Law enforcement officials are
Law enforcement people can
not required to extend the Miran- even put agents in jail to collect inda admonition unless the person formation from fellow prisoners
they are questioning is actually in without any violation of Miranda
custody. This is true even though as long as the informer is simply
the person being questioned is a told to "keep their ears open" and
Officers of Faxon Mothers' Club
suspect in a criminal case.
are not told to ask any specific
are Mrs. William Dunn, Mrs.
For instance, a visit to so- questions to any specific Eurie Thonsipson, Mrs. Albert
meone's home by police officers individuals.
Wilson, Mrs. Terrell Roberts and
for the purpose of questioning
And lastly, even a Mirandaless
Mrs. Mutt Williams.
them does not place that person in confession can be used to impeach
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Jones of
custody. Even though the Miranda the Defendant if he takes the
Detroit, Mich., have been the
Warnings are not given, any witness stand and gives a different guests of-his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
statements they give under those
version from that which he had
P.A. Jones, and his brother,
circumstances can be used
related in his confession.
Madison Jones and Mrs. Jones.
against them.
The fears and apprehensions
Forty-years ago
Also, there must be interroga- that have reverberated
The "Birthplace of Radio"
tion Even though a person may be throughout the law enforcement
monument in the city of Murray
in custody, if they voluntarily system immediately after the
was photographed for the cover of
make some statement without the
Miranda decision came down in the August issue of Kentucky
Miranda Warning being given, the
1966 have long since faded away. Press, a trade periodical which
statement can still be admitted in-e,
goes to every newspaper in the
to Court against them. Questions
state of Kentucky. The engraving
have to be directed at the person in
was furnished by Murray
custody.
Chamber of Commerce and The
For instance, one Supreme
Ledger & Times.
Court case held that two police ofBy Ken Wolf
Charles Henry Stamps will be
ficers discussing among
This piece of advice to "a
featured speaker at opening exerthemselves in the presence of the Southern lady" from Robert E.I,ee
cises on Sept. 15 at Murray TrainDefendant that the murder shows that Lee was a person of real: ing School.
weapon — a shotgun — needed to character:
Lulabelle Beale and Glen C
be found before some small
Madam, don't bring up your
Hodges were married Sept. 6 by
children found it, were not intersons to detest the United
Dr. Carlyle Marney at his home.
rogating the defendant and inStates
Government.
Officers of Lynn Grove High
criminating statements made by
Recollect that we form one
School Unit of Parent-Teacher
the Defendant in response to comcountry now. -Abandon all
Association are Mrs. Paul Canter,
ments of the officers were adthese local animosities, and
Mrs. Claude DeBoard and Mrs.
missable at trial.
make your sons Americans.
Mary Ridings.

Thoughts
In Season
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Burkeen, editor
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Anniversary reception on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Louis N. Paschall
of Paris, Tenn., will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on
Sunday, Sept. 13.
A reception will be from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank,
North 12th and Chestnut Streets,
Murray.
No invitations will be sent. All
friends and relatives are invited to
attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Paschall were
married Sept. 4, 1937, at the courthouse in Paris, Tenn. They
operate Paschall Carpet Co.
They have two sons, A.L.
Paschall and wife, Patsy, and
Monte11 Paschall and wife, Linda,
all of Paris.
Their three grandchildren are
Mrs. Vicky Perkins and husband,
Lindsey, Mrs. Twila Nash and husband, Charles, and James Bradley
Paschall. A great-grandchild is
Jamie-Nicole Perkins.

Marla Thomason, standing, vice president of Calloway
('ount) Homemakers Council, announces plans for -tn
nual Day on Friday. Sept. 25, at Seven Seas Restaur
ant at the council meeting and training session of
Calloway Homemakers on Sept. 3 at Holiday Inn. Pictured,
from left, are Kathryn '.alter,('olleen Anderson,
count) secretary -treasurer, Connie Talent, count)
president, Mrs. Thomason. and Violet Johnson. back to
camera, count) food and nutrition chairman.
seat photo tit %ran *User

Homemakers plan for annual day
Mr. and Mrs. Louis N. Paschall

Tuesday-Saturday
Sept. 8th-12th
Men's Top Quality
Tailored Suits

6950
Reg. $119.50 Sale 9950
Reg. '89.50 Sale

WHOLESALE STOOES, INC.

At New Location-East South and 5th St.
(Dillon Manufacturing Building)
Mayfield, Kentucky-Phone 247-2757
Mon.-Sat. 9-5
Visa & Mastercard Accepted

(BOOME'S
CLEANERS

Ferguson
honored
at event
A surprise breakfast. honoring
Burnette Ferguson, system
manager of Murray Cablevision,
was held recently at The Boston
Tea Party at Holiday Inn. This
was to commemorate Ferguson's
20 years with the local company.
A video was shown featuring all
the employees telling past experiences and sending congratulations. The program was produced
by Tressa Brewer, director of the
Local Access Channel, and her intern, Rick Flack.
Gifts were presented to
Ferguson on behalf of the Cablevision staff by Cindy Forth, office
manager.
Attending were Ken Bower,
Kennett, Mo., ATC district
manager, Rick Orr, Betty McKinney, Marilyn Thornton, Mark
Howard, Ronnie Smith, Randy
Baker, Joey Williams, Gina
Williams, Tressa Brewer, Rick
Flack, Cindy Forth and Lochie
Landolt.
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Calloway County Homemakers Colleen Anderson, secreta
ry Council made plans for the annual treasurer.
day meeting on Sept. 25 at the
Mrs. Talent showed a slide
meeting and training session on
presentation on "Leadership
Thursday. Sept. 3. at 9:30 a.m at Training and
New Year
The Boston Tea Party at Holiday
Materials.",.
Inn.
Reports were given as follows:
The annual day will be Friday.
Marla Thomason and Connie
Sept. 25, at Seven Seas Talent on Purchase
Area
Restaurant. Registration will Homemakers Council meeting
s:
start at 9:30 a.m. and program at
Dorothy Jennings on Interna10 a.m. "Color It You" will be the tional Day with a progra
m on
theme of the program This is Egypt and about r member
s
open to all interested persons.
present:
For reservations call Marla
s/ Violet Johson on the
Thomason at 753-9961 by Thurs- Homemakers annual tasting
lunday, Sept. 17.
cheon at First United Methodist
Connie Talent, president, Church with many suggestions
presided at the council meeting
made for next year's luncheon;
with Freda Humphreys-giving the
Jean Cloar, county extension
devotion. Reports were Oven by agent for home economics,
on the

state meeting;
•Connie Talent on the Cultural
Arts Tea with program by Golden
Girls and about 40 persons
present;
• Murrell Madrey on the
History Books which will be on
sale at Annual Day.
Mrs Cioar discussed the letter
from Margaret C. Riley, coordindator, Community Relations at
Western State Hospital. Hopkins
Yule. She said gifts for the
Christmas holidays for patients at
the hospital should be delivered to
her at the Extension Office by
Tuesday, Nov. 24. to be delivered
to the hospital.
Mrs Talent said Calloway
Homemakers' cookbooks are still
on sale and may be purchased
from members, at the extension
office or at Annual Day.
Announcement was made of the
program by Dr. Bill Murphy.
housing specialist, on Thursday.
Oct. 1, at 10 a.m. at Commerce
Center
The Purchase Area
Homemakers' anaual meeting
will be Thursday, act. 29. at 9:30
a.m. at Clinton.
A Leisure Craft Camp will be
Sept. 13 to 13 at Brandon Spring
Group Camp, Land Between the
Lakes. Registration will be at 3
p.m. on Sunday. Sept 13
Registration forms may be picked
up at Calloway County Extension
Office or call Leisure Craft Camp
Education Section. 1.BL. at
1-924-5602. ext. 233.

Hospital lists
babies, dismissals
for three days
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
NAMED WINNER - Chris Hudspeth won this rod and reel while atten- County Hospital for Friday, Sept.
ding Royal Rangers at First Assembly of God. Highway 94 East. For in- 4, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
formation call 753-6695.
Evans baby boy, parents, Becky
and Larry. Box 602, Murray;
Gosnell baby girl, parents.
Marla and Randall, 405 North
Fifth St.. Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Teresa George and baby
boy. Rt. 2, Box Al, Murray; Mrs.
Shari Wilkins and baby girl, Rt. 8,
ONLY
Box 67, Benton;
With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Donald Thacker, Rt. 2, Box 208.
Wingo;
Thomas Coats, Rt. 5, Box
Inside Dining Only
Free Refills On Drinks
1076, Murray;
Frank Jackson, Rt. 2, Box 693,
r --99 SPECIAL FOR KIDS
Dover, Tenn.; John Smallwood,
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
1317 Parker Place, Brentwood,
WIRIIVFMIN
eweeirevee.
You can't eat this well at home for this price
T
Tenn.;
Phillip Abshier, 2237 North
Stradford, Owensboro; Lawrence
Bishop, Rt. 8, Box 155, Murray;
J.C. Foster, Rt. 1, Box 34, Hazel;
John Garland, Rt, 5, Box 2010,
Murray; Mrs. Conley Paschall ,
Mur-Cal F35, Murray;
Jonathan Janes, Rt, 5, Box 240,
D-43, South Fulton, Tenn.; Albert
Huevel, 1739 Southview Dr., Indianapolis, Ind.;
'Hand Wash & Vacuum
510"
Mrs. Minnie Howard, 1502
Chaucer, Murray; Mrs. Demona
*Hand Wash, Vacuum,
Allbritten, CR Box 307E, New
Concor
d;
Hand Wax
$20
"
Adolphus Myers, Rt, 1, Box 12,
1
Hazel; John Baker, Rt, 5, Box
753-01 19
2244B, Murray:
Mrs. Cora Todd, Rt. 1, Box 59,
Hours:
Kirksey; Mrs. Mary Austin, Box
Monday thru Saturday
47, Dexter;
7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Mrs. Murrell Smith, 903
Fairlane, Murray; Charlie Ellis,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray.

=LW

Italian
Spaghetti Special

& R Car Wash
Let Us:

J & R Car Wash
810 Sycamore Street
(Beside Buck's Body Shop)

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Wont'don page 5)
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Coming community events are scheduled
Tuesday,Sept.8
Murray Girl Scout Core will
meet at 7 p.m. at Girl Scout Cabin.
For information call 753-0163.
-- -First Baptist Church GAs will
have a progressive dinner with the
group to leave from the church at
5:30 p.m.
---Murray TOPS )take off pounds
sensibly ) Club will meet at 7 p.m
at Calloway County Health Center.
- - -Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House

Tuesday,Sept.8
Murray Star Chapter No 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p m. at Masonic
Terriple7
--- Pack Committee for Cub Scout
Pack 76 of North Calloway Elmentary School wil meet at 7 p.m. at
Pagliai's Restaurant. For information call 759-9226.
---Lost Chord Club willmeet at 6:30
p.m. in Classroom 3, Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. For information call 1-442-1310.
Dancing wit-h music by Bill

Tuesday,Sept.8
James and the Wonder Band will
be at 7:30 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
---Legion of Murray Moose badge
will meet at p m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.

----

AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets
---Danceaerobic classes will start
at 5:30 p.m. in south gym of Carr
Health Building, Murray State
University. For information call
762-6792 or 762-4458

Tuesday,Sept.8
Rondell Sheridan will perform
free at 8 p.m. in Curris Center
Stables, Murray State University
---Faculty solo artists and
ensembles will present a free
recital at A-p.m. in Farrell Recital
„Ball, Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
---Murray State University Lady
Racer volleyball team will play
Kentucky Wesleyan at 6 p.m. in
Racer iveena. Admission is free.
--- Calloway County Adult Basic
Education classes will meet at 6

DATEBOOK
Tennis play Thursday
Adult classes to start tonight
Thursday Group of Ladies' Tennis of Murray Country Club will play
Thursday, Sept. 10, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as follows:
Court One - Lois Keller, Rainey Apperson, Brenda Marquardt and
Sharon Wells; Court Two - Nancy Whitmer, Peggy Billington, Sheila
Farmer and Gayle Foster.

Festival at Paris Landing
Tr -County Arts and Crafts Guild of Paris, Tenn., will hold its annual
Festival '87 at Paris Landing State Park on Saturday and Sunday, Sept.
12 and 13, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The club expects over 130 exhibitors
from six states to be demonstrating and showing their work for sale.
Last year over 25,000 people attended and the Guild anticipates an even
larged crowd this year, according to Dick Peiper of Hazel who is in
charge of the show this year. Local craftspersons participating will include Linda Cherry, Patsy Jackson, Joe and Shirley Casey and Kit Benson. Two favorite exhibitors from Illinois returning this year will be
Alex Fong with his Chinese paper cutting and Mary Boyle with her dried
flower arrangements. This year's show will include potters, weavers,
painters, wood carvers, doll makers, stained glass crafters and furniture makers to name just a few, Peiper said.

Dewy

By Abigail
Van Buren

elm/

Juggling Separate Checks
Is Difficult Trick for Waitress
DEAR ABBY: I have been waiting tables in full-service restaurants
for four years, and reading your
column even longer than that. Your
_advice is generally on target, but I
couldn't believe my eyes when I
read that you told "Frustrated in
Milwaukee" to ask for separate
checks to get a cheapskate couple to
piiy their share.
Abby, imagine juggling a station
of nine tables, trying to give
everyone good service, then a table
for six asks for three separate
checks! That's like adding two more
tables - only w‘prse! Sure, they
order their entrees at the same time,
but imagine having to shuffle
through ii tickets,- trying to find
which is whose each time someone
says, "I'll have another drink."
Also, that bit about the tip being
bigger with separate checks is
garbage - you must not have heard
it from a waiter or waitress. With
separate checks, people assume the
other guy left enough, so they don't
have to. Do you really think that a
couple so cheap to not even pay
enough money for their own meals
wctuld leave a decent tip? No way.
Come on,, Abby': let these people
deal with their own problems
instead of telling them to push them
off on an innocent waiter or waitress. Everyone should wait tables to
see what it's like.
GIVE US A BREAK
DEAR GIVE: I agree. If there
isn't a special section in heaven
for waiters and waitresses,
there ought to be. They have to
.rniJe,when their feet hurt, put
up With ignorance, arrogance,
rudeness and crudeness, and
hold their tongues and their
tempers when they'd like to
explode. Just walk a few hundred miles in their moccasins
and any job after that will be a
piece of cake.
•* *

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I
recently visited our son and his
family in a distant cifi"roTthe first
time since their return from a
foreign assignment. They have two
children, ages 3 and 5.
On the crowded bookshelf in the
guest room, we noticed two currently popular books on lovemakPaul Sawyier's
newest release
I only 1,250 editions
Is available
at

Susanne's
00 S. 13th St.

753-5819

ing, complete with explicit drawings. These books are probably long
since forgotten by our son and his
wife, but when Junior discovers
them, he will have some engrossing
reading.
We thought of reminding our son
that the books were there; we also
considered moving them to a less
accessible spot, or making them
"disappear." We finally did nothing
and said nothing.
What would you have done?
CONCERNED GRANDAD
DEAR CONCERNED:Exactly
what you did - or did not do.
It's doubtful that this kind of
'show-to" book could damage a
child. Now if there had been
some books on how to make a
tkomb, my answer would have
been different.
•• •

Calloway County Adult Basic Education Classes will start tonight,
Sept. 8, at 6 p.m. at Calloway County High School. Classes will meet
from 6 to 9 p.m. each Tuesday and Thursday. There is no charge for the
classes to be in Room 112 at the high school on College Farm Road. Persons are asked to use the west entrance of the school. For more information call 753-5479 or 753-8141, according to Marlene Beach, teacher.

Confederate Veterans will meet
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp 1460, Sons of Confederate Veterans, will
have its regular meeting on Thursday, Sept. 10, at 7:30 p.m. in the courtroom of Graves County Courthouse, Mayfield. Those wishing to become
charter members of the camp may do so by submitting their application
for membership no later than Tuesday, Sept. 15. Applications for
membership may be obtained from Camp Commander Cletus Murphy
Jr., Rt. 1, Box 179, Wingo, Ky. 42088.

Chure'h Women to hear Wagner
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church Women will meet
Wednesday, Sept. 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the church. Dr. Tom Wagner, practicing psychologist and vocational evaluation consultant, will speak
about "Teen-age Problems in the Family." All members and interested
persons are invited to attend to hear Dr. Wagner, a UMW spokesman
said.

Life House plans seminar
Life House Crisis Pregnancy Center at 1506 Chestnut St., Murray, will
conduct a volunteer counselor's training seminar at the center. The first
session will be from 6 to 9 p.m. on Friday, Sept. 11, and continuing from
Monday, Sept. 14, to Friday, Sept. 18, at the same hours. All those interested in volunteering should contact Life House at 753-0700 from 9:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. There will be a $10 registration fee. There is also a scholarship fund available for those unable to
pay. Future counselors, ministers and people who refer clients to Life
House are all encouraged to attend, a spokesman said.

LaLeche League will meet
Calloway County LaLeche League will meet Thursday, Sept. 10, at 7
p.m. at the home of Sharon Hart, located about four miles from Murray
on Highway 94 West. "Nutrition and Weaning" will be the subject for
discussion. For more information call Stephanie Peacock, 436-2227, or
Barbara Hinderliter, 436-2122, For transportation call Chris Harrison,
759-1647.

Hospital...

(Cont'd from pap 4)

Sept. 5, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Ray baby girl, parents, Beverly
and Larry, Rt, 1, Box 44E,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Sykes baby girl, parents, Brenda and Shea, Box 74, Hazel.
Dismissals
Jack Geurin, Rt. 1, Gra.cey;
William Holbrook Jr., J&J Apt.
No. 2, Murray; Anton Duke, 1213
Grandview, Collierville. Tenn.;
Miss Kara Shipley, Rt. 3, Box
351, Murray; Mrs. Jewel Westerman, 606 Ellis Dr., Murray:
Mrs. Cynthia Wiley, Rt. 3, Box
179, Benton; James Yeargin, Rt. 1,
Box 251, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. .Evelyn Johnston, Rt. 1,
Box 159, Kirksey; Mrs. Connie
Adams, HC Box 4, New Concord;
Bobby Carson, Rt. 5, Box 245,
Benton; Mrs. Linda Duncan, Rt. 5,
Box 621, Murray;
Wilburn Farris, 1203 Peggy Ann
Dr., Murray; Gerald Richerson,
Rt. 7, Box 600, Murray.

DEAR ABBY: You advised
"Grieving Parents," whose only son
(he's 18) had just confided to them
that he is gay, to accept and love
him. Also to learn more about
homosexuality by writing to PARENTS FLAG (Federation of Parents
and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
Inc.). Tharric you for that advice.
I have a message for those
grieving parents: You are to be
envied for having raised a son who
chose to confide in you, knowing
full well that such a revelation
might divorce him from you forever.
(Most parents never learn that their
children are gay.) The world might
beat a path to your door if you
would reveal the formula for raising
Two newborn admissions and
a mensch - a man amongst men. dismissals at Murray-Calloway
If there is any relationship be- County Hospital for Sunday, Sept.
tween deserving and getting, your 6, have been released as follows:
son has earned your continued love
and support.
We are the parents of an only
child who is gay. And he is the light
of our life.
IN CHICAGO

Newborn admissions
Craig baby boy, parents, Sandra
and Kenneth, Box 92, Hazel;
Page baby boy, parents-. Teresa
and Stephen. Box 2237, Puryear,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Edith Davis and baby boy,
Rt. 3, Box 359, Paris, Tenn.':
William Schindler, 1662 Calloway,
Murray;
Mrs. Tamara Lancaster and baby boy, 1136 North Market St.,
Paris, Tenn.; J.C. Russell, 218
Woodlawn, Murray;
Mrs: Marla Gosnell and baby
girl, 405 North Fifth St., Murray;
Reggie Kennedy, Rt. 2, Box 322,
Hartford;
Mrs. Sondra Cossey, Box 33,
Cadiz; Johnny Parker, Rt. 2, Box
92A, Murray; Edward Smith, E-21
Fox Meadows, Murray;
Mrs. Lottie White, 202 South
Sixth St., Murray; Mrs. Hazel
Redmon, 109 Mayfair Dr.,
Mayfield;
Hugh Raspberry,.Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Sylvia Martin, Box 82, Hazel;
John Futrell, 616 Broad St.,
Murray;
Terry Thweatt, Rt. 1, Box 114,
Almo; Mrs. Bertha Anderson,
Long Term Care Unit, MCCH.,

HeiI

•• •

(For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a
Lovely Wedding," send a check or
money order for '$2.50 and a long,
stamped (:10 cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby, Wedding
Mount Morris,
Booklet,
Ill.

P.O. Box 447.
61054.)

Beauty Supply, Inc.
Now Open.
to serve the professional
200 North 12th Street
Murray, KY
We are prOud to announce the Grand
Opening of Heil Beauty Supply's Murray
Showroom. You, the professional hairdresser/barber, are invited to visit our
"Professional Oaly. Full Service;' supply showroom at 200 North 12th Street
(across from McDonald's). Register to
win salon _equipment to be give away
September 18th - No purchase
necessary.
'Must present your professional
license to purchase products.

Tuesday,Sept.8
p.m. in Room 112, Calloway County High School, west entrance. For
information call 753-5479 or
753-8141.
Participants
- of "Revelation
Seminar" and families will have a
graduation banquet at 7 p.m. at
Holiday Inn.

ednesday, Sept.9
Free blood pressure checks will
be given for senior citizens from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center which will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
---Willis Center will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by
senior eitizens.
---Homemakers Clubs will meet as
follows: Harris grove at 10 a.m. at
Ellis Center; Pacers at 9:30 a.m.
and Pottertown at 10 a.m. at Holiday Inn; South Pleasant Grove at
1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Doyle
Humphreys.

Wednesday,Sept.9
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850.
- --Events at First Baptist Church
will be Bible Study at 10 a.m.;
Events at First Christian
Prayer meeting, Youth
Church will be Youth Club at 4:45
Fellowship and Children's Choirs
p.m., Adult Bible Study at 6:30
at 6:30 p.m.
p.m., and Adult Choir practice at
---7:30 p.m.
Events at First Presbyterian
---Church will include choir rehearTourism/Matching Funds Comsal at 6:30 p.m. and session
mittee of Purchase Area Developmeeting at 7:30 p.m.
ment District will meet at 10 a m.
---in PADD office, Highway 45
Events at Memorial Baptist
North, Mayfield.
Church will include prayer
---Thursday,Sept. 10
meeting and Youth Bible Study at
Clinic for new soccer coaches
7 p.m. and Sanctuary Choir at 8
will
be from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
p.m.
Bee Creek Complex, off North
---Events at First United Fourth Street Extended. For information call 489-2886.
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
(Cont'd on page 11)
a.m., Wesley Luncheon at 11:30
a.m. and Youth Club at 5 p.m.
---We're Glad
Circles of First United
You Asked
Methodist Church will meet at 7:30
p.m. as follows: Hannah with
Suzanne Keeslar, Ruth Wilson
with Sue Costello and Wesleyan
with Helen Beal.
---South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at church.
---Goshen United Methodist
How Can A "Memory Book"
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
Help My Child?
at Church.
---.--When a child's father (or
---mother I dies, talking about the
Sweat 30 Aerobics will start at
child's concerns and relieving
12:30 and 5:30 p.m. in south gym of
his anxieties about the loss are
Carr Health Building, Murray
important in working-through
State University. For information
the grief experience. The
call 762-6791 or 762-4458.„
"Memory Book" is an effec---tive device for this.
It is a scrapbook-and Persons may make reservations
keepsake in which the children
for workshop in drawing with
may write down their memorpastels by Dale Leys on Sept. 15
ies of their parent or, if the
and 16 at Murray Art Guild today
children are too young to
frOm 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Art Guild.
write, have the parent write as
---the
children "talk it out."
Health Express of MurrayThe "Memory Book" helps
Calloway County Hospital will be
because, in it, the children
at Chapman's Grocery at Dublin
openly relate their shared exand at -Fristo Grocery and
periences, feelings and
Restaurant, West Viola, from
rememberances. The remem12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
bering and talking about the
---deceased parent offers the
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
proper outlet for grieving.
p.m. in third floor education unit
.and understanding and accepof Murray-Calloway County
ting the fact of the loss.
Photos of the parent may be
Hospital.
put in the book, especially if
the pictures include the
Prepared Childbirth Class will
children, thus aiding recall
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor educaand discussion. The activity,
tion unit of Murray-Calloway
itself, is important. It puts
County Hospital.
everything out in the open and
---into family talk. It will assist
Events at Calloway Public
in providing good and stable
Library will include Parents and
rememberances of the deceasTwos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
ed parent as the children grow
at 10:30 a.m.
up.
---Ladies' day events at Murray
The Miller
Country Club will include golf at 9
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m. and lunFuneral Homes
cheon at 11:45 a.m.
311 North 4th St.
- --Murray
Tri-State Ladies' Golf TournaMain Street Hazel
,ment will start at 9 a.m. at Oaks
,Country Club.

Fret'

Modeling
Seminar
7
Sept. 17th
5- p.m.
Miss Kentucky

.tizanne Pit111311. Miti.ti Ky. will he at Foot- .
prints to give childwn ages
modeling tips
on preparing lyr pageants.
Cinch* Cain and Rebecca Creed from Leta s.
1011 also he there to discuss make-up and
hairstvlitig
-Limited .tipace A vaihibieCall or Come By 7'o Register

1 9th front 11-Noon
''Fashion -c-ept,ra.shions
!mooed by
1.,uI
LaS,SiC
and
}.01111g at Iicart
Show"
Public. Invited- -Southstde Shopping Center

753-4383

•
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AROUND THE HOUSE
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Many factors involved in painting a house
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
How much time you spend
preparing the outside of your
house for painting depends on
what caused the previous coat of
paint to require a new cover.
If the passage of time was the
sole culprit rather than a failure of
the paint due to the presence of
moisture, you will have a
minimum amount of preparation.
Generally, however, your house
has developed one of the common
paint failures — blistering, peeling
or alligatoring. Moisture was able
to take hold because of improper
painting procedures the last time
the house was painted. As much as
80 percent of all coating failures
are attributable to this cause.
Blistering is the lifting up of the
paint in bubbles, so that the effect
is the same as human blisters. The
bubbles form either during the
evaporation of moisture or if the
paint has been applied to wet or
damp surfaces. A type of latex

paint is said to eliminate this pro- than the surface beneath it, you
blem even when it is applied over will get a paint failure of some
damp surfaces. When blistering is kind if you neglect surface
evident, the affected areas must preparation. It is true the new coat
be scraped, the rough edges of paint may cover some or most
feathered or blended with sand- of the defects, but it is only a quespaper, all dust wiped off and a tion of time before the lack of
primer applied prior to painting.
preparation will cause trouble. A
Moisture also causes peeling job that seemed good right after
and flaking, but other possible the paint was applied begins to
causes are an undercoat that is too deteroriate in a couple of months
dirty or glossy or if the topcoat is and looks worse than before you
not compatible with the under- started.
coat. All paint that isn't adhering
Authorities on paint say you're
well must be removed. As with often better off using a penetrating
blistering, feathering and priming stain, especially on trim, rather
are needed before the top coat is than regular paint. This is
applied.
especially true with open-grained
When a paint surface is woods. Stain also is the best bet if
alligatored, a complete removal of a house with wooden shingles and
the old coat or coats is necessary. shakes had stain on it when you
When a surface is alligatored, it bought it. If the shingles and
actually resembles the skin of an shakes had paint on them, the new
alligator. It is called checking if job also should be done with paint.
the cracks and wrinkles in the It is very difficult to get paint off
paint surface are not wide and shingles and shakes no matter
deep.
what reason you have for conBecause no paint is any better templating such a step. Also for
that reason, don't paint a house if

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

there is any possibility you might
want to change to stain at some
later date.
The formulations ofipaint are
changed over the years. That's
why it's important to follow directions very carefully. Even though
you may have the same type and
brand of paint you used a few
years ago, the presence or
absence of certain ingredients
could call for certain changes in
application.
Finally, whether painting the
exterior or interior of your house
— or anything else, for that matter
— remember the principle of painting from a dry area into a wet
one.
(All aspects of interior and exterior painting, including the use
of rollers and brushes, are detailed in Andy Lang's booklet, "Paint
Your House Inside and Out,"
which can be obtained by sending
75 cents and a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, NY
11743.

These Won't RED RUST
Reynolds Aluminum
Downspouts & Gutters

House hunting

Aiuminum can really stand up to rain and
weather And Reynolds factory baked-on finish is
designed to last for years Handsome matching
or accent colors resist chippfng and peeling to save
on painting costs and maintenance time

ZJ

JERRY ATKINS & ASSOCIATES

Call Us
Today.
753-8407

121 By-Pass, Murray

Number of trips allowed
for transferred employees
In percent of
surveyed firms

A FEATURE OF THIS HOUSE IS an -air lock - vestibule which
reduces cold drafts and infiltration. There are two bedrooms on the
first floor and two more on the second. Plan /1A1430Y has 1.229
square feet on the first floor and 586 on the second. For More information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope -- to
York & Schenke. 585 Stewart Ave., Garden City, NY 11530"

None

18.1 Cu. FT. NO-FROST
ENERGY-SAVING REFRIGERATOR

Work from the top when
applying paint to furniture

Three trips
Of more

• Retresnment center
dispenses ce and co•7
water through the door
• Automatic ce maker
Fpichng Wine chitter rack

By ANDY LING
AP Newsfestures

One trip

• 4 adjustable tempered
glass shelves
• Van-temp drawer

• 2 extra-deep freeze'
000r shelves
lee sad water
thru the dcor

Chicago TM:km° Graphic by Tlm Wiiiame:
Source: Merrill Lynch Reiocation
Management Inc.

Now only
Ri3'8 sA

649"
Hog market report listed

We Service What We Sell'

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center

Hwy. 641 North

(Next to Cams AMC Jeep

759-1505

Federal•State Market Sews Service
garroter
8. Igor compared to Friday . K
y Purckaae
Area Hog Market Report laciwite Baying Sta
Wows Reweipta: Act. 1300 Eat- SOO
(alto
1.50 lower. Sows wader Me lb. 1.101 br ther 5410
lb. 1.3/1 to LOS lagber
8817.85-31.75
2/00/eld lb..
$66.55-31.30
LS 2 3 22* MO lb.
1167018-57.341

ITS It ma,*
1:8 It

BEST BUYS OF THE MONTH irdiffarf
ACE

ti2D112101V

CODE ONE

SMOKE
DETECTOR

ALL PURPOSE
POLY FILM

s:

S 54 250Z7• lb.
Sows
US 1 2 215-360 lb.
US I 3 300-454
US 1 3 Mane lb.
S 1 3 500450 lb.
S 2 3 WO 5011 lb..
Boars 140.05-4355

144.10047.08
844.810-47.40
343.10-46.08
145.56 52.00
243 564.S.00

Q. — I will be applying rustproof
spray paint to outdoor metal furniture. Am I right in assuming the
paint should be applied to the top
*of each object first?
A. — Yes. Work from the top
down. The job is fairly easy, but
don't make one of the most common mistakes — forgetting to put
paint on the bottoms of the furniture legs, the place where
rustproofing is needed the most.
Q. — We need a new exterior
door for our house. They are quite
expensive. Is it OK to use a hollowcore door instead? Will it hold up
under bad weather conditions?
A. — Forget _ about using a
hollow-core door. It doesn't mat-

040

MYERS

&
LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC." S.akiarrY

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open: Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12

Ends
Monday

Visa-MC-Div:met

"SPECIALS - OF - THE - WEEK"

• 10'x 25' cleor or block
• Rugged 3 mil polyethylene ploshc
• Dozens of uses!
• Use os drop cloth, weed burner,
boot & pool cover & more

TimP

to get read) for
winter and the Holida)
season with Porter
Paints. Get last minute
painting out of the It
Sour nearby Porter
Paint dealer ha* the pro
duet. you need and the
good advice to go with
them. inu Just can't
hest porter quallrtr.

•

PA790,781
58'205.5870d/

• Detects flaming & smoldering
fires early
•loud 85 decibel horn
•9-volt battery included
• Protect your family!

AS
ADVERTISED
ON NATIONAL TV

STEAMAND DRYIRON
driftheam

lliscoser host quality
sas P4 sou real bucks In
the end!

MINT
YOUR

AUTUMN PORTER.
•I nbeatable hiding power
*.Maxlmum washability
*Excellent lade resistance
*Fast dry, easy recoat
*Spatter resistant
*Designer 800• colors
Trademark of the Professionals "

Do-lt

Pan &
Roller Set

AS ADVERTISED
ON NATIONAL T.V.

• lightweight, with stay-cool outer shell
•large water window
• Convenient center swivel cord

(672
916

AS
ADVERTISED
ON NATIONAL T. V.

Reg. 6.29

Gallon
Reg. 3.99

Now 4
99

Now 2
99
•

All

Serving you since 1955

Scrapers &
Wire Brushes

Murray Supply Co.

10%

808 E. Main

753-3361

Paint Thinner

Liquid Sandpaper

OFF
dr

Quarts
Reg. 4.79

3.99

Pints
Reg. 3.49

2.99

ter how durable it is in bad
weather. What does matter is that
it is virtually useless for security,
since it can be punched through
very easily
Q. — I have to replace the
washer in an old-fashioned faucet,
a job I have never done before. Is
it necessary to turn off the water?
A. — Yes. If you don't, the water
will shoot up as soon as the stem is
removed. Many sinks and other
plumbing fixtures have shutoff
valves underneath them. If you
can't find it or don't know where it
Is, you will have to turn off the
main water valve. It's a good idea
to make the repair when the water
is not being used
Q. — Gypsum board was installed in our recreation room a few
years ago. We put wallpaper over
It and it held up fairly well but
recently started to show wear. We
want to take off the wallpaper and
paint the entire-wall,How do I get
the wallpaper off since it is obvious that scraping it after softening with water might damage the
wallboard. Is there some special
way to get the paper of gypsum
board?
A. — Your best bet is to rent a
wallpaper steamer. This will
enable you to soften the paper and
get it off without scraping. You are
correct in assuming that scraping
might damage the wallboard,
although the paper can be remov,
ed if water is applied to it very
carefully and the scraping is done
gently. But your best bet is to
soften the paper with a steamer
and then lift it off without
scraping.
Q. — The asphalt shingles on our
house appear to be in good shape
except for a little curling at the
edges of the roof. The curls go upward slightly and I am afraid it is
only a matter of time before rain
gets under the edges and causes
leaks inside the house. What
should I do about this?
A. — Nall down curled edges,
then coat them generously with
asphalt cement.
Q. — I recently read what I
believe is a contradiction in the
use of turpentine. The story said in
the early part that turpentine is
the solvent for varnish. But later
in the story, it said turpentine
would not remove vanish. Which is
correct?
A. — Turpentine very definitely
is a solvent for varnish. But with a
surface varnished long ago, the
varnish will not yield too readily to
turpentine. Sometimes it will,
sometimes it won't. Even when it
does, you have to do a lot of
vigorous rubbing. The best way to
remove varnish is with a varnish
remover, which will soften the old
finish and permit It to be scraped
off.
Q. — Can I use turpentine to
remove old wax from a varnished
surface?
A. — Yes. You also can use a
wax-removing solution sold by
most hardware stores and home
centers.
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Murray students offered college credit

Students in Lee Pinkston's third -grade class at Carter Elementary
School were treated to a learning experience about owls. Whitney
Weatherford from the MSl Wildlife Society discussed the valuable services owls provide by killing mice and snakes. Weatherford brought two
screech owls and one barred owl for the class to see.

Carrie Watkins, a fifth-grade student at East Elementa
ry, helps
kindergarten and first grade students get to their bus. Each bus has
a
number and color assigned so that a very young child, who is unable to
read large numbers, can find his or her bus by color code.

The Advanced Placement ProOne-third of the students tested
gram is a national program In European history earned scores
designed to meet the needs of which placed them in the highest
students who wish to complete fifth of the nation. Two juniors
college-level studies in their tested in Spanish earned a score of
secondary schools. Participating five which is the highest score
colleges grant credit and/or ap- given for the AP exam.
propriate placement to students
Since the Commonwealth
who have done well on the diploma was initiated by the State
examinations.
Department of Education two
Three years ago, Murray High years ago, this diploma has been
School began the AP program. At awarded to three Murray High
that time, five students were in- students. In order to receive this
volved. Last May, 25 exams in the diploma, a student must sucarea of biology, computer science, cessfully complete four AP
English literature, European classes and three AP exams. Less
history, French language and than 10 percent of the school
Spanish language were ad- districts in the state offer the
ministered to juniors and seniors diploma.
at Murray High School.
This year, in addition to the
Results have been received and classes and exams previously ofa total of 13 semesters of college fered, Spanish literature will be an
credit was granted by colleges and added subject area available to
universities, including Stanford students.
University, University of Virginia
The AP coordinator at Murray
and Murray State University.
High School is Wanda Laird.

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION
on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH

Senior Eric Baugber with counselor Wanda Laird.

MHS seniors begin career conferences

Pictured above is Gene Fitzhaugh and Dr. Jim Frank presenting the
fitness award to Kathy Newton. physical education teacher at
Southwest. Students looking on are: (from left) Russell Lencki, Brad
Wilson, Toy Stockwell, Susan Richter, Jason Workman, Anna Worley
and Kyle Murdock.

Southwest school receives honor
A visiting team, composed of
Gene Fitzhaugh, health and
physical education consultant in
the Kentucky State Department of
Education, and Dr. Jim Frank
from Murray State University,
observed physical education
classes at Southwest Elementary
recently.
The school was presented the
National Physical Fitness
Demonstration Site Award for
%

meeting all requirements
established by the President's
Council on Physical Fitness and
Sports and the Kentucky State
Department of Education.

Murray High seniors are entering the final phase of their high
school careers as senior conferences are held with counselor
Wanda Laird.
Although individual conferences
are held each spring with
freshmen, sophomores and juniors
when classes are selected for the
upcoming year, seniors eagerly
anticipate individual conferences
in the fall as graduation becomes
more of a reality.
At 'This time, seniors analyze
post-secondary plans and college
entrance exam results, receive
class rank and GPA, and review
requirements for the diploma for
which they have opted.
Murray High students have a
choice of four diplomas — comprehensive, enrichment, standard
and Commonwealth. The Commonwealth diploma is issued by
the State Department of Education upon completion of a most
rigorous course of study.
A graduation diploma status

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of
the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger tt Times."Please
direct your questions and comments about area public schools to the
Murray City Schools (753-4383) or the Calloway County Public
Schools (753-2893).

_

sheet verifying senior progress is
given to each senior to be shared
with parents.
t1=11111011=4111=0:1M1111
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For all your
Travel Reservations•
Call

Beautiful new all-sue resort. 1 or 2
bedroom suites have fully equipped
kitchens, living/dining area, private
balcony, Cable TV and HBO. Swimming
pools, sun decks, wide expanse of
beach. Enjoy sightseeing, golf, tennis,
water sports, fishing. Near 1-4 and I95.. just a short drive to Disney World
and all Central Florida attractions.
DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN
For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach.
Special Fall Rates:

I Marjorie andl
Bill Major A
I 753-0880
I

I

representing
American and
International
Traveltime

S32.50* ONE BEDROOM SUITE
$37.50* TWO BEDROOM SUITE
* Per person, per mght, double occupancy

Oceania Suite Hotel

o
n

n

Based on availability from
Sept. 1,198? to Jan. 31, 1988
(Except Christmas Week)

421 S. Atlantic Ave., New Smryna Beach, FL 32069(904)-423-8400
TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

LINDNIIINIIIDZID211110Zie

New Smyrna Beach,FLORIDA

THIS RATES
MORE THAN
AQUICK
READ.
ield

Rate*

145%

7.25%

1-year Certificate of Deposit
$100 minimum deposit
If you look no further than interest rates, you'll miss out on features'
that count for a lot.
There's more than meets the eye to a 1st Nationwide Bank
certificate of deposit. Because in addition to this hot-looking number, it conies
with the security ofour 100 years of banking experience.The strength of
$15 billion in assets.
And people who'll take the time to walk you through.any ofour savings plans, home loans, or other financial programs. In Eng14,not Bank-ish.
So before you look anywhere else, give this offer some serious
thought. Because you can feel as good about our name as you do about
our numbers.
Call us today: 1-800-245-0111.
======

=====
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1ST NATIONWIDE BANK
dIONWIDE NETWORK

WHEN YOU BUY nNE 2-LITER BOTTLE OR
ONE MULTI-PACK OF DIET OR REGULAR SUN-DROP
OFFER GOOD ONLY IN AREAS SERVED BY: Royal Crown Bottling
Co., Paducah, KY.
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Cross Country

Roark, Weidner survive 'test'

Racer harriers
come in fourth
at Invitational

Racer coaches win
battle with disease

Murray State's men's cross
country team opened its season by
finishing fourth in the Fourth Annual University of Southern Indiana Cross Country Invitational,
in Evansville, Ind.
The Racers totaled 106 points
behind Lewis University's 81.
Southern Indiana was second with
37 points and Western Kentucky
third with 25.
The top finisher for MSU was
Marshall County product Keith
Abell. Abell, a senior, ran the hilly
and rough five-mile course in 27:16
to finish 11th.
The next competition for the
Racers will be next Saturday in
Edwardsville, Ill., at the Cougar
Invitational.

CCHS runners
in Invitational
Calloway County opened its
cross country season at the Marshall County Invitational. The
young Laker squad, depleted by
an illness and injury, was
swamped by the 15-team field.
Calloway's Michael Ross did
manage to finish 45th overall as
110 runners competed. Teammate
Danny Williams was 94th.
The Lady Lakers, missing Pam
Knight and Janna Wilson, were led
by Amy Ferguson's 33rd-place
finish. Sue Donato was 47th.
Calloway will participate in a
four-team meet at Fort Campbell
today.

Soccer
Calloway soccer
team falls 5-2
Calloway County's soccer team
opened its season Saturday, losing
a home match to North Hopkins
5-2.
The game was tied at 2-2
heading into the final 10 minutes,
before North Hopkins fired three
quick goals.
Mark Torsac scored for
Calloway. Jay Newton got the
Lakers' second goal off a Mark
Fallin assist.
Coach Kathy Newton was also
pleased with fullbacks Will Gentry, Adam Chambers and Corey
Lambert and goalie Mike Ruccio
who recorded five saves.

Volleyball

MSU volleyball
team victims of
SEMO's streak
Murray State's volleyball team
lost its opener last night.
Southeast Missouri extended its
home-court win streak to 22 matches downing Murray 15-8, 15-10,
15-7.
First-year coach Oscar Segovia
will look to even his record tonight
when MSU hosts Kentucky
Wesleyan at 6:30.

MSU coaches Eric Roark (left) and Bill Weidner faced more than third and long situations in 1980. Both
over.
came Hodgkin's Disease.
•Larr vhoto h% floi %Aker

sophomore season ended,
By CLAY WALKER
however, the original lump in his
Sports Editor
At first glance only a few neck had not healed. The first
similarities can be drawn between diagnosis was negative, but Roark
Eric Roark and Bill Weidner Both sought a second opinion and
are Murray State football coaches discovered it was Hodgkins
and both have impressed first- Disease.
"I ended up losing about 20
year head coach Mike Mahoney
with their abilities and knowledge pounds (during radiation treatment 1," Roark said. "The
of the game.
However, they also share treatments are just... well, you
something quite personal — each don't have any appetite, you're
has fought Hodgkin's Disease and nauseated all the time, you're
weak and all you want to do is
each has won.
The disease, which cause is sleep.
"Sometimes I would force
unknown, has a 90-95 percent cure
rate with radiotherapy, if it is myself to eat. I would force myself
to get out and do something
detected early.
Detecting the disease, however, because it was so monotonous just
can be a problem. Roark and laying around all the time and
feeling sorry for myself."
Weidner were lucky.
Roark underwent six months of
Roark suffered a neck injury
while playing for the Cowboys of radiation, sitting out football while
Oklahoma State in 1980. When his (('ont'd on page 9)

Trammell cleaning up for Detroit, Craig stung by Astro*s Scott
American
By The Associated Press

Alan Trammell has been cleaning up in the No. 4 spot for the
Detroit Tigers.
"I'm trying to be more aggressive with runners in scoring
position. now that I'm in the
cleanup spot," Trammell said
after hitting a three-run homer in
the Tigers' 12-4 victory over the
Baltimore Orioles on Monday
night.
So far this season, he has hit 23
homers and knocked in 91 runs.
Trammell. who also had two
singles, keyed Detroit's five-run
rally in the first off rookie Jeff

Ballard with his 23rd homer after
Lou Whitaker singled and Larry
Herndon walked.
Jack Morris, 17-7, allowed eight
hits, struck out six and walked two
in seven innings. Three relievers
finished up. including Mike Hennernan, who was injured when
struck in the left shoulder by a line
drive off the bat of Mike Young in
the ninth.
Blue Jays 5, Brewers 3
Tony Fernandez had an RBI
single as Toronto rallied for three
runs in the eighth inning to beat
Milwaukee and its relief ace Dan
Plesac. 5-6, for its sixth stfaight
victory.
Duane Ward. 1-0, won hifi first
major-league game. Tom 'Henke
went two innings for his 32nd save.
Toronto's George Bell, tied for
the major league lead with 43

home runs, was hit in the face by a
pitch from Bill Wegman in the
first inning. He left the game with
a broken nose.
Twins 8, White Sox 1
Rookie Jeff Bittiger pitched
seven strong innings in his AL
debut and Tom Brunansky and
Gary Gaetti each drove in two
runs as Minnesota defeated
visiting Chicago.
Bittiger, promoted from the
minors last week, allowed one run
on six hits. He struck out five and
walked none: •
Royals 5, Angels 2
Frank White and Danny Tartabull homered and Charlie
Leibrandt went seven innings as
Kansas City won at California.
White hit a three-run homer, his
15th. in the fourth inning off Mike
Witt. 15-11.

Upshaw calls NFL's proposal 'garbage'
By DAVID GINSBURG
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON — The NFL
Players Association is insulted,
but not surprised, by a proposal
from the league's owners designed
to end a contract impasse that
could result in a player strike.
"It's garbage.- the union's executive director Gene Upshaw
said Monday 'after reviewing the
14-page symmary. "But it's about
what I expected. I think it shows
total disrespect for the players as
human beings."
4.
The NFLPA executive board
was to meet in Washington today
with the league's 28 player
representatives to discuss setting
a stike deadline. It is expected to
come after the second week of the
season with an option to wait
another two weeks.
The NFL regular season opens
Sunday.
Upshaw said he saw no reason to
believe the player representatives
would approve the contract and
delay a formal announcement of a
walkout date.

"If the players accept this I contract 1, then I will have greatly
misread them." Upshaw said.
"I'm encouraged about the length
of the proposed contract, three
years, but that's about it."
The proposal is similar in some
elements to the Management
Council presentation at the onset
of talks on April 20.
It holds intact, for example. the
current system of free agency
under which only one player has

changed teams in 10 years.
although it upgrades the compensation to what the council calls
more realistic levels. Free agency
without compensation is one of the
union's principal demands.
Upshaw called the solution "a
joke." The proposed contract increases pensions by around 20 percent over current levels and ups
severance pay considerably
The contract was prepared over
the weekend.

Soccer
Clinics for soccer coaches, refs set
Coaches Clinic
There will be a clinic for new
soccer coaches at Bee Creek Cornplex on-Thursday, Sept. 10 from
5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Anyone that
is interested in-helping with soccer
should also try to attend. For information call 489-2886.
Referees Clinic
There will be a clinic for soccer
referees on Sat., Sept. 12 from 9

RACER FOOTBALL TRIVIA
Q.: Who was the last Racer football player to win Ohio
Valley Conference Player of the Year honors?
The answer to last week's question, "What former Racer
running
back has the most 100-yard rushing games in his career?"
was:
Don Clayton. with 15. There were four correct entries,
and the winning entry belonged to Freda Steely of Mu"rray.
She won four days
and three nights in VancoUver, Canada. To enter Mr
J's and Lady
J's Racer Getaway Trivia Contest, write the correct
answer to this
week's question along with your name and telephone
number, 011
a 3 X 5 card. Deposit it at Mr. J's and Lady J's in
the Olympic
Plaza or at the MSU Athletic Ticket Office in Room
211 of Stewart
Stadium by noon Friday

a.m. to 4 p.m. at Bee Creek Complex. Anyone interested in learning to officiate soccer should attend. Referees certified from attending this clinic will be able to
call local soccer games only.
There will possible be a test at end
of the session. There is no charge
for certification. For information
call 489-2886.

MURRAY STATE
V.S.
SOUTHEAST
MISSOURI
Sat. Night 7:30 p.m.
Tickets: 762-4895

Leibrandt, 14-10, allowed two
runs on seven hits. Gene Garber
finished for his first save since being acquired from Atlanta
Mariners 6, Indians 4
Mark Langston won his 17th..
game with relief help from Jerry
Reed as Seattle beat host,
Cleveland.
Langston, 17-10, gave up four
runs in six-plus innings and struck
out six.
Tom Candiotti, 7-15, Kave up six
runs, five of them earned, in five
innings.
Yankees 9, Red Sox 5
Willie Randolph ignited a 17-hit
attack with a two-run homer in the
first inning and Dave Winfield
went 4-for-5, leading New York
over Boston.
Rick Rhoden, 16-1, allowed four
runs and four hits in five innings.
He got relief help from Pat
Clements and Tim Stoddard.
The Yankees ripped Bruce
Hurst, 14-10, for 12 hits and seven
runs in less than four innings.
Athletics 2, Rangers 1
Alfredo Griffin hit a two-out RBI
single in the ninth inning to lead
Oakland and pitcher Dave Stewart
over Texas.
Stewart rose to 19-9, tops in the
major leagues, with a six-hitter.
He walked six and. struck out
seven: The losing Pitcher was
reliever Mitch Williams. 7-4.

National
San Francisco Manager Roger
Craig feels a little bit like the
teacher whose star pupil has come
back to embarrass him by
cheating.
In essence. that's just about the
way he feels about Houston Astros
right-hander Mike Scott. a pitcher
he once took under his wing. "I was going to have a leam
meeting but why do you have a
team meeting if you lose to someone who was cheating?" Craig
said after Monday night's 4-2 loss
to the Astros. "I'll do something
about it if I get thrown out of every
game." Scott has been checked frequently this season for scuffed
baseballs and Craig has been one
of his most ardent critics. On Monday night. Craig was thrown out
for arguing too ardently against
Scott
After Craig's ejection. Scott
struck out the next batter and
finished up by .retiring the last 26
batters he faced as the second.
place Astros cut the Giants' lead in
the National League West to 41.2
games.
(Cont'd on page 9)

Fourth seeds' hasty exits
brings contrast to Open
By. JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — The spoil-sports
of tennis were at it again at the
U.S. Open. but in the waning hours
of Day 7, there was a quiet corner
of grace. _
Both fourth seeds were gone
from ;he Open Monday. One, Boris
Becker, exited with class and no
apologies: the other, Hana
Mandlikova, was still spewing
obscenities as she left the National
Tennis Center.
Becker hat) a two-set lead over
13th-seeded Brad Gilbert before
losing a third-set tiebreaker and
falling 2-6. 6-7, 7-6. 7-5, 6-1.
"I was simply tired," Becker
said of his fifth-set fade. "I had
tough matches all week. After a
while, it goes into your bones. I
had problems with my feet and my
ankles.
Mandlikova, meanwhile,
became the second player in three
days to Virfeit a game because of a
penalty. The penalty, for cursing
at a line official and hitting the
scoreboard with her racket, put
her down 1-3 in the third set of a
match she lost to ninth-seededClaudia Kohde-Kilsch, 6-7, 6-4, 6-1.
The top two seeds — Ivan Lendl
and Steffi Graf — advanced to the
quarterfinals. Lend) beat 16thseeded Anders Jarryd of Sweden,
6-2, 7-6, 6.4 in the fourth round, and
Graf defeated 13th-seeded Sylvia
Hanika 7-5, 6-2.

The second and third men's
seeds from Sweden. Stefan
Edberg and Mats Wilander. and
fifth-seeded Miloslav Mecir of
Czechoslovakia had Monday off.
In the quarterfinals, Lendl will
play John McEnroe and Gilbert
meets sixth-seeded Jimmy Connors. The other berths will be settled today.
Today's only women's quarter.
finals have second-seeded Martina
Navratilova vs. No. 8 Gabriela
Sabatini; and Kohde-Kilsch vs.
No. 6 Helena Sukova.
Connors. who hasn't won a tournament in three years, also ad.
vanced Monday. with a 6-7, 6-4, 6-4.
6-3 victory over Henri Leconte of
France. John McEnroe. the eighth
seed, beat Andres Gomez of
Ecuador, 6-4, 7-6, 6-3.
.
Navratilova defeated No. 14
Catarina Lindqvist of Sweden on
Monday, 6-0, 6.4, and third-seeded
Evert beat No. 10 Manuela
Maleeva of Bulgaria, 7-5, 6-4.
Fifth-seeded Pam Shriver downed
Jana Novotna of Czechoslovakia,
6-3, 7-6. None of the top three seeded women has lost a set here, and
neither has Shriver.
Becker, two-time Wimbledon
champion but unsuccessful in this
year's Grand Slam tournaments,
led two sets to none and was up 3-1
in the third set when he broke
Gilbert's serve. Gilbert, however,
broke right back.
(Cont'd on page 91

MOVIES $1.50 each
Rent 3 or more & keep hi Tuesday
VCR Rental $4.00 per day
VCR and 1 Movie
$6.95/Weekend
Swap Fri. Riordan& On
Sat. S Sun. For Only '1.00

NO MEMBERSHIP DUES

Showtime

Dixieland Center 753-7731
Open Labor Day 1-6 p.m.
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Racer coaches...
((oard from page 8)
staying in school. He was told that
his football career had ended, but
didn't put much stock in that
prediction.
"I always knew that I still had a
chance," he says. "They told me
that I needed at least six months of
chemotherapy. So I said, 'We're
going to whip this thing in six months and prove them wrong.'"
Weidner's playing days were
already over when his disease was
discovered, also in 1980. Coaching
at the University of New Haven,
Weidner thought his neck pains
were caused by working out with
weight machines.
After spring practice, two weeks
after experiencing the early symptoms, he was undergoing treatment for Hodgkin's Disease.
"My initial reaction was that
everything was going to be O.K. I
had a lot of faith in God and I
never had a doubt that it was going
to work out," he recalls. "It never
entered my mind that 'this was it'
or that sort of thing."
Weidner spent three months in
the hospital taking radiation,
however, he used the time to make
a career move.

With the aid of a friend, Weidner
left the hospital one morning for a
two-hour drive to South Connecticut State College. Weidner was
looking to advance from a AAA
program to AA.
After a four-hour interview with
the head coach, he had secured a
Job. His new employer had no
knowledge of Weidner's condition
at the time.
Acquiring the job helped
Weidner maintain a positive attitude throughout the ordeal.
"I just felt like I had some
things to do yet, before I was
through," he says. "I just kept a
positive outlook through the whole
thing like, basically, it was a test."
Like Roark, Weidner believes
that attitude and faitnare the major factors in beating the disease.
While both thought about the
possibility of death, they found
their strength in family and
religion.
"I had a great doctor who did a
great job, but ultimately, I think
my faith in God is what did it and
He's the man who made it work,"
Weidner said.
"The good Lord gives you the
bad things to appreciate the

good." Roark says. -If everyday
ray, they believe that they can
outside was sunny and rosey, we'd
help more than just the Racer foottake it for granted. He gives us the
ball team.
snow, the horrible rain storms and
"It always helps when people
the cold weather to appreciate
read or hear about someone'else
those days that are beautiful."
who has overcome it," Roark said.
The experience also helped put
football in better perspective for
Eventually, however, family
the coaches. For Weidner, it seem- and faith pulled the coaches
ed to take a back seat. For Roark, through. For Roark, his mother
it was another reason to fight.
gave him the most strength.
"I think in situations of crisis
Weidner found courage through
and those types of things, bond
his father, whose own health was
people together," Weidner says. threatened by the stress of the
"I think that was reinforced at the
situation.
time - 'We're in this together,'
"I think the hardest part at the
'We're going to get through this.'
time was accepting the fact,'Why
Our overall faith was definitely
me?" You hear about it everyday,
strengthened because of -the
yet you really don't pay that much
results of what happened."
attention to it until it happens to
The disease sharpened both
yourself or someone close to you,"
men's goals. Weidner moved to a
Roark says. "It really creates a
better job and Roark came back to
big reality to you - that it really
play his final two seasons of
does
exist and it's an everyday
eligibility at OSU.
problem.
Roark, in his first year with the
Racers, assisted at San Diego
"Now as I look back on it-J
- real- State and Iowa State before comly feel that, in a way, it was a good
ing to Murray. Weidner, who
thing that I did go through it. It
worked on the MSU staff in 1982,
was a tremendous experience
worked at Stanford and Ohio State
because it makes you appreciate
before returning this year.
things a lot more. It makes you apNow that they're both at Murpreciate yourself."

< SCOREBOARD
Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

That's
State Farm
insurance.
•

was hit for seven runs in threePirates 3, Cubs 2
plus innings.
Bobby Bonilla hit a two-run douPhillies 5, Mets 3
ble in the eighth inning and PittJuan Samuel's two-run single sburgh defeated Chicago behind
snapped a seventh-inning tie as the pitching of Brian Fisher and
Philadelphia beat New York and Jeff Robinson.
Dwight Gooden, keeping the Mets
Fisher, 8-9, got relief from
34 games behind St. Louis in the Robinson, who went two innings
t'
National League East.
for his 11th save.
Philadelphia starter Don CarBonilla doubled after Barry
man, 10-9, allowed two runs on six Bonds and Jose Lind singled with
hits in six innings and Steve
U.S.
Bedrosian pitched the last two innings for his 36th save.
(Cont:d from page.8)
Gooden. 13-5, worked 6 2-3 innThe first game penalty of the
ings and allowed four runs on six Open was
given to John McEnroe
hits while striking out 10.
. on Saturday for cursing and yellReds 3, Dodgers 2
ing. McEnroe was relatively calm
Buddy Bell homered leading off Monday.
drawing only one warnthe bottom of the 13th inning, lif- ing for
throwing his racket after a
ting Cincinnati over visiting Los double fault.
Angeles.
Mandlikova. the 1985 Open winBell hit his 12th home run on the ner, drew the
game penalty when
first pitch from Brian Holton, 3-2. she slamme
d her racket into the
Tom Hume,2-4, pitched one inning
manual scoreboard in the third set
for the victory.
after twice swearing at a linesman

bIA,1 •••••

410
44444 CI

State Farm Insurance Cornpano
Home Of
Bloomington I,

Baseball
AMIK1UCA% 1.1.A6EL
Earl Division
9. L
Pit
1.11
Toronto
03
54
606
Detroit
.2
54
903
t,
New York
7$ 59
5004
5
Milwaukee
74
83
540
34
Boston
64
72
471 DR,
Baltimore
62 75
453 21
Cleveland
53
011
381 31
Nest Illy(stun
I.
SS
Pet.
GB
Minnesota
74
65
532 Oakland
70 67
511
3
Kansas Ctty
19(
70
493
5.,
California
'67
71' 4446
64
Seattle
64
73
467
9
Texas
.44
73
467
9
Chicago
73
Ss
'423 15
Monday 'a Games
Seattle 6, Cleveland 4
ZAinnesota s, Chicago
Toronto 5, Milwaukee 3
Kansas City 5. California 2
Detroit 12. Baltimore 4
New York 9. Boston 5
Oakland 2. Texas 1
Tuesday's Games
Detroit Terrell 1210' at Keltimore oGrif.
!WIZ, on,
New York oGullickson 2-0, at Boston ;Nip.
per 3-11o, ono
Seattle I Morgan 10.15. at Cleveland 'Yen
3.6o. ono
Chicago Bannister 11•10. at Minnesota
1Blyleven 13.10 o. on o
Toronto oStieb 137, at Milwaukee o Bost°
I. on .
Kansas rity Gobicza 0-16 o at California
I Reuss 4.2 I. In,
Texas 1Hough :4-11 o at Oakland (Halsor
6-4i. n

Major League Baseball...
(('ont'd from page X)
Craig claimed Scott used sandpaper on the ball Monday night,
and when he was challenged, the
right-hander stuffed the sandpaper in his shirt.
"I did that," Scott said, referring to putting his hand to his shirt.
"But I also had my hand in my
pocket and went to my hat. When
they are checking you like that,
everything you do is suspect."
Expos 9, Cardinals 2
Andres Galarraga had three
hits, including a homer, and drove
in three runs as Montreal beat Si
Louis.
A crowd of 50,342, the largest in
Olympic Stadium since opening
day, saw the Expos move within
four games of the NL-leading St
Louis.
Montreal's Pascual Perez, 2-0,
gave up two runs on seven hits in 6
1-3 innings. Loser Danny Cox. 9-6,

IP•

L,ke a good neighbuf
State Farm iS therP

two outs off Jamie Moyer, 11-12.
Padres 11, Braves 4
Garry Templeton hit a two-run
single during a five-run first inning and Chris Brown homered and
drove in three runs, leading San
Diego over host Atlanta.

'NATIONAL 1_17.Alit't:
East Dtylslon
I.
No
Pct.
St Louis
000l
38
510
New York
5611
Montrool
•
77
59
568
Philadelphia
66
71
5134
Chicago
68
61+
500
Pittsburgh
63
74
460
VI est Di,talon
V. L
Pet.
San Franc IsCo
74
64
536
Houston
60
60
504
Cincinnati
69 69
500
Atlanta
5too
7S
428
Los Angeles
57
MO
416
San Diego
56
SI
409

tiB
3'
4
101
,
13
Ifilos
GB
4,
1
5
15
16k,
17"34

Monday's Games
Montreal V. St Louis 2
Cincinnati 3. Loa Angeles 2. 13 Innings
Pittsburgh 5, Chicago 2
San Diego it, Atlanta 4
Philadelphia 5, New York 3
Houston 4. San Francisco 2
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh o Palacio!) CI-01 at Chicago
o Sutcliffe 15-7,
Los Angeles o Hershiser 13431 at Cincinnati oRobinson 6.3k. in o
St. Louis 4Forsch 10-4, at Montreal 'Smith
8-6i, 1 n o
Philadelphia I Ruffin 10411 at New York
o Fernandez 10-8 o, ono
San Diego ,Whitson 2010' at Atlanta
oP Smith 0-0o, on,
San Francisco I Krukow 3.6, at Houston
Deshaies 10.5,, n

Larry Krouse Insurance

Jimmy Jones, 7-6, beat the
Braves for the third time this
season.

105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

759-9888i

Open...

Bluegrass Downs
race results

over calls. She forfeited the fourth
game of the final set on her own
serve.
For his outburst on Saturday,
McEnroe was fined $17,500 and
suspended for two months, pending an appeal that will take place
after the Open. Mandlikova was
fined $500 without threat of
suspension.
When the match was over,
Mandlikova smacked the
scoreboard once more.

1
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Temperature: 113
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315 $340 $3
Predictable Nativ•
$5 40 $300
• In Awat'Flre
$aw
Also Naturally Foxy Exterminate Em
Monotime Moo Hips Baby Rocket Most
Pret ious LOv• Pa. N A Lucky Moon Miss
Jetty Gem Time
19
bed -POO. Di yank. 3 ye•up. claiming
Speedhorse Express
o tiordelun
$304) $430 $340
Tommy Valentine
$4 40 $3 20
Oh Jodie 1
$334
Also Soar Nith Eagle. A Better Shade
Shady Moon Sir Namau 3'
.asy
.
Reason Royal
Holm. Time
15 76 liatly I'noble
,
$3734) Exacta osfil $41 30
frd- PM.Ian yards, 150 inaidens. allowance
Morning Cayun o Po.ell $2.1 0111 $A 40 $5 no
Wars Howdy Baby
14 20 $391)
Cajuns 9.Inner
•
$10 no
Also 'mu tillft, Star Miss Easy Susan
Royal here Whisper Double Co Ten Wings
Jet• Magic Haul Sungraser Time
12 35
Trtlects 347'.
113 164 10
416 - DAUB. SIM yards. 3 yo & up, allowance
Kiptys Pride o Roller •
$9 00 $500 $4 31,
(bunt Polnt
129 20 $ii So
Divine Intervention
$4 20
Also Nomabelle. Orlando Rat Take Five
Too A Special Moon Copper Fe Fe Bug
Strii k Force Easy Isola Time
IA 01 Es
arta'IS
1.3 382 AV
511- $14,201. I yo rolls
geklinss. Duke Of
Paducah Polarity Final
Super Formula One
o Hkordeloo
$5 110 $3 40 $3 40
My Rad News Rear
3700 $401)
Birthdays Special
$7 44,
Also Firer Tut-kitty:1r (1.0 Power Top Stolen
Master. Luc ksgay Olene Hoy. Positively Pass
ing Spinner Rocket. Manny* Jet
Time
10 07 Trifects 16 10-9 o $240070
11116- Peg.
yartts. 3 yo & up. claiming
Top Hot Spot itamounpux o 33 40 $234) $201)
Nee Speedy
t
jj, 43 MO $3 20
Another Talisman
$7 20
Time
35 62
711 - PM. 355'and.. t y Maidbfl• silo,.ancr
Pay. off The Mortgage
ol'ovvell I
17 00
14 40 $3944
Thatsalasswithriass
$4 20 $3 60
Sound Risk
$14 $0
Also Passern Kate. Me Gone. Lucks Ma
mood Del Forever Marshal. Riches In Glory.
Falthrraker Streaking Moment Time 1$ 37
Triferla o 10 R-11 $1 96240
• - 121.103, DO yards. I yo
Duchess
Of Paducah Inoturity nip
Round, For Holm.
o Bordelon o
13 60 $2 60 $2 40
Hy Pocket Miss
$560 $300
Smooth Danc in Bunny
$2 60
Also Shea Avictory. Be By Me. Teenie Bug.
Pacific Jet Lady, Jetaet V Dosetta Captor
Time
t790 - Exacta 5 11 135 70
011- 9706. DO yards. 3 yo & up. claiming
Short Haul Mason'(
$13
$3 00 $540
Greatest ()I All
$6 010 $500
Mr Van Passem
$5 00
Also rhicluibug Moon I eapin And l..V an
Spynote. Go Mans Echo. Straw Lytners Dab
her Ftefusted Bid And Deal Time
12 06
Trifecta it 4.3i 143140
$1,906•100. Simulcast Of The All
American Futurity
Elans Special IRaldlltez 13 40 _$3.6SL,S4 20
Elaine Rae
176-20 $7 20
Send The Gals Candy
$5 60
Also Jody 0 Toole. Dashing Encounter.
Teller Belle. Hack To Cash, Kisses To Yawl
Cool Rainy Might
Time
2199
Exilcla
17.6 o. $273404)
I ith - POO. &ilkyards. f yo & up, claiming
Hello Breeze o Mason o
211 05 24
$15 MO
Miss Native Pep
$6 00 $4 20
(lay Slone
$3 60
Also See Him Speedin. Sports Satrity Diva.
Masters 1fry). Track Quaint. Stacy. Nash.
Track Attack Joe, Our Talisman Two Time
IN 56 Triterts 204)1
$1,2411 00
Itth -1111110. 4410 yds. 3 yo & up. allowance
Shawnees
1.o.e
Hug
,Flordeton o
$740 $5410 $240
I iashing Woman
Si 20 $2 20
!Theta Prise Play
$2 20
Also Jungle Master Sherky Jet, The Win
nine Bet
Time
20 62 Thieriot ; 7 I.
$346 10
Twin Trifecta rjrrvoVer $5,136 23
Attendance 1.959
Handle $134,042

is •

411h,

Time-saving ECHO blowers
make outdoor clean-up a breeze!

We have just learned
* THAT more new Fords have been sold in the first six months of 1987
than during the same six months of 1986!

*

• Americas favorite gas powered alternative
to rakes and brooms
- Clear !eaves clippings rift light snow
• lightweigt1 well balanced, no cord
• Exclusive Pro Fle- electronic ignition
for easy starts
• Gillet .precision 2-stroke'ergine

169.95
Murray Home & Auto 20.00

Mai;-In Rebate-

'149.95
'10.00

$139.95

THAT Ford is now capturing a 14.2 percent share of the car industry!
This is an increase of 2.1 percentage points more than the same period
tt year ago!'

THAT the Ford Escort is the No. 1

Model PB 210E

(
/ EM

selling nameplate for the calen-

dar year to date!

Frst from the start -

THAT Ford Taurus sales were third at the end of June, but now have
moved up to the No. 2 position!

Model 280 EVL
• lightweight design

THAT Ford has sold 66,157 more trucks thus far in 1987 than during
the same six-month period a year ago!

under 8 lbs
• rugged 279 cc engine
• features 12" bar
:199.95

THAT during the first six months of 1987, Ford has increased its share
of the truck industry by 1.4 percentage potnts, and has outsold its
nearest competitor by 150,315 units!

Save $40.00

THAT Ford has captured the compact pickup leadership from a
leading Japanese manufacturer in compact pickup sales by more than
39,000 units at the end of the first six months of 1987!

If you get the impression
that we are extremely excited
about these accomplishments,
let us assure you we are,
and we thank you
for your confidence and your business!
FORD

MERCURY
LINCOLN

•16cc-2 cycle engine

•Semi-automatic bump
feed cutting head
•Trims both grass
& light weeds

Financing Available
West Kentucky's Oldest
Volume Dealer

1)

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

(502) 753-5273

$12995

_Murray Home & Auto ;44

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street

GT1000

Chestnut Street
Murray,Ky.

Murray, KY 42071
•

Phone
753-2
571
fe
1)
.
753-4110
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DR.GOTT

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1987
cedure is completed under competent
medical supervision
DEAR DR GOTT — My dentist
recommended large doses of vitamin
C during treatment The other day.
looking back so to speak. I spotted one
of the 1.500-milligram time-release
tablets lodged intact in my stool Is
Bennie J. Collie, 73, of 309 lman
May 3, 1940; and one daughter,
this due to a faulty tablet or ineffiMurray, died today at 145 Mrs. Clara Edmonds and husSt..
cient digestive system'
DEAR READER — Pills some- a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
band, L.E., Rt. 3, Fulton.
times do not dissolve during digestion Hospit41.
Services will be Thursday at 1
The reasons for this are not clear AlHe was a farmer and a member p.m. in the chapel of Blalock.
though it is probably normally effi- of Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Coleman Funeral Home.
cient, your digestive system was unBorn Dec. 31, 1913, in Marshall
Officiating will be the Rev.
able to break down the time-release County, he was the son of the late
coating of the pill. Time-release pills
Charles
Anderson and the Rev.
— and some other medications — Lee Collie and Mary Elizabeth
R.J. Burpoe. Burial will follow in
Brinley
Collie.
usually have a shell-like coating that
Cemetery.
Mr. Collie is survived by his Hicks
may be harder to digest
I suggest that you change to regular wife, Mrs. Magdalene Dowdy ColFriends may call at the funeral
vitamin C tablets. You'll have to take
tn whom he was married on
home after 9 a.m. Wednesday.
more(because the dose per pAl is less
than that of the time-release variety),
but they are more likely to dissolve
Mrs. Brooksie Maddox, 70, of
David, Dallas, Texas; one sister,
DEAR DR. GOTT — In 1969 I had a
blood clot the size of a large lemon re- Hazel died today at 1:30 a.m. at a
Mrs. Homer (Clara) Marshall,
moved from the right side of my Hopkinsville hospital.
Hazel.
brain. It was discovered at the time
She is survived by two
that I have Von Willebrand's disease. daughters, Miss Cathy Maddox,
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
Would this explain my frequent Memphis, Tenn..
and Mrs. will be in charge of funeral and
nosebleeds?
Carolyn Merrell and husband,
burial arrangements.
DEAR READER — Yes. This disease is an inherited clotting disorder
that causes easy bleeding. Patients
with Von Willebrand's disease lack a
particular blood protein that is reMrs. Roselee Tyler Steele, 74, of one sister, Mrs. Flossie Pittman,
quired in the clotting process. This deficiency can be corrected by the Detroit, Mich., died Monday at all of Michigan; one brother, Ben
transfusion of the protein, obtained 8:45 a.m. at a hospital there.
Tyler, Madisonville; a local
from concentrated human donor
She was the daughter of the late cousin, Mrs. Doyce (Kathleen(
blood. Von Willebrand's disease is
usually not as serious as hemophilia, Gus and Allie Tyler of Calloway Morris, Murray.
but if excessive bleeding is present. it County.
Survivors are her husband,
Ridgeway Morticians of Paris,
is treated in a similar manner: by replacement of the clotting factors that Brent Steele, one daughter, Irene, Tenn., will be in charge of funeral
are absent.
rime son, Finas Allen Steele, and and burial arrangements.
If you have questions about MENOPAUSE, you can get answers in Dr
Gott's new Health Report on the subject. Send $1 to PO. Box 91369, CleveThe funeral for J.W. Thompson
clans, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Warland. OH 44101-3369. Be sure to ask will be.Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
ren T. Sykes will officiate.
for the Health Report on Menopause. LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
MortiEntombment will follow in
Roselawn Mausoleum, Paris.
Friends may call at the funeralhome.
Mr. Thompson, 73, of 308 Wilson
A beginning guitar class for no experience playing guitar, the
St., Paris, died Monday at Henry
anyone over the age of 10 will be of- course covers basic right and left
County Medical Center, Paris.
fered in Murray as a non-credit hand techniques ( finger style and
course on Tuesday evenings for pick, playing by ear and reading
A retired carpenter, he was a
eight weeks beginning September music rock, country. classical. member of Trinity United
and jazz l. Andy Gurley will be the
15.
Methodist Church.
To met from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. in instructor.
Born July 11, 1914, in Henry
The fee is S.10 for the course and
the cafeteria of Robertson ElemenCounty, Tenn., he.was the son of
tary School. the class is sponsored participants must bring a guitar to the late Onas Thompson and Lottie
by the Community Education pro- the class.
Adams Thompson.
Anyone who would like further
gram, a joint project of Murray
He was married July 20, 1941, to
State University and the Calloway information about the course or the former Louise Gillihan, and
County and Murray Independent who would like to register may visit she died March 20, 1986.
or call: Community Education Proschool systems.
Survivors are one son, Neal
Designed for people with little or gram, Room 308 Sparks Hall, Mur- Thompson and wife, Wanda. of
ray State University, Murray, Ky.. Murray.
42071. telephone (502) 762-2716.

OBITUARIES

Bennie J. Collie

Peter
Gott, M D

Safety of
donor sperm
DEAR DR Gorr - Because of my
husband's extremely low sperm
count, both of our children have been
conceived through artificial insemination with donated sperm.. Now I'd
like a third child but am concerned
about AIDS_ The sperm bank says that
the sperm is donated by medical students who have been screened genetically and physically, are of good moral character and excellent health.
What do you think?
DEAR READER — AIDS is spread
by transmissions of body fluids, primarily blood and semen. Therefore,
there is a risk of AIDS during artificial insemination. Banked semen is
carefully checked and is generally
considered safe because of meticulous screening. Nonetheless, no medical tests are perfect and, in theory, no
semen sample can be guaranteed free
of the AIDS virus, no matter how fastidious the donors and the testing procedures are. However. I believe that
you are safe in conceiving another
child, providing the semen comes
from a reputable facility and the pro-

Like a
goodstighbor
StateFarm

Mrs. Brooksie Maddox

Mrs. Roselee Tyler Steele

J.W. Thompson

is there.
See me for Car home
life and health
,nsurance

Beginning guitar course set

Donald E Monty
Slog
f.
t.,41

1%.
ISIMI FARM
,,,Q11:Th
aUK
VC)
.
INSURANCE
'I

Stwe Fa',insu,ance
He O4 ces Elloorn.ngton 141m0.5

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
*M.4. VC Oet C00•011.14.

Keep The GreALGM F'CIT.,- V. Ith Gemane GM F,r.•

P.S., P.B., air, auto,
blue.

[f

UMMIER
ooDscsI

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-30.77
Goodyear
Previous Close
2581.38
48%.i,4
Air Products
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C.-Class
27%B 27/
1
4A
derrico
AT&T
31% -I
Kinart
Briggs & Stratton
38/
1
4 •%
Kroger
Chrysler '
JCPenney
0% -I%
37% .11,4
CSX Corp
Penwalt
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
-11/.
Dollar Gen. Store l01/48 10%A
Sears
Exxon
Texaco
91% .%
Ford.,
HS% •1%
Time Inc.
G.A.F.
88/
1
4 +13%
U.S.Tobacco
General Motors
Wal-Mart
V% one
GenCorp, Inc.
Wendy's
Goodilcb
C.E.F. Yield
U%
414 MAIN STREET

BETTY BOSTON

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

753-3366

lb $

1 99

PAT GOSSUM

Wieners

lb $

1 99

$3
99

Ribeyes

•

lb

Smoke

Jowl

lb

$1 19

lb

$299

Pork

Tenderloin
5 Lb. Box

Sliced Cheese

$ 1050

Partin's

"Find out
ifBeltone
has the answer
to your
hearingproblem
...free!"
Jane tr_vart for Beltone

20 lb. box $ 1699

Purple Hull

...20 lb.

599
box $ 1

' 100% Quarter Pounders

Ground Beef $ 1 946
Patties ...14 lb. box
•

1

If you hear but do not understand every word said to you, then
you may be suffering from a gradual hearing loss
But hearing help could be just a phone call away. . .at our
Beltone Hearing Aid Center, Between Sept. 9 and Sept. 12, we're
holding a ,Special Hearing Consultation — with FREE EL.EC
TRONIC HEARING TESTS for anyone who suspects they have
a hearing problem. The test is quick, painless. . .and It's free'
Call today to schedule an appointment!

FREE HEARING TEST

_
GiEtsoN HAM
CO.
—

This Beltone coupon good for
One Free Electronic Hearing Test.

Wholesale & Retail Meat

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
-On's, Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

Beltone Hearing Aid Service
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
759-9809
Jerry D. Wheeler, Authorized Beltone Dealer
Dan McCown, Hearing Aid Speicalist
ifellur

llinoupd. PrelErpe...nal
It..nr 1.1c.tron,Cnrry.t.o.on

V

Dee Lamb,213 Irvan. Murray. and
J.C. Lamb, Rt. 7, Murray; a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Henry (Jenny(
Sykes, Puryear. Tenn.; six grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 3 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Murray City
Cemetery
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p m today
1Tuesdayl.

Murray; one son, Hardy Outland
and wife. Daytha. Rt 5, Murray. a
sister-in-law, Mrs. W.B. Verdean0 Outland, Murray.
Four surviving grandchildren
are Danny Outland, Cindy
Thweatt, Sara Baker and Paul
Von Schoech Jr. Two surviving
great-grandchildren are Justin
Baker and Jesse Keys Otland.
Graveside services will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m at Hicks
Cemetery. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe
will officiate.
In charge of arrangements is
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
where friends may call after 2
p.m. today Tuesday.i

Truce called in Persian Gulf
tanker war, diplomats say
sending mine-hunting ships to the
gulf.
Iraq has "voluntarily decided.
as a gesture toward his ( Perez de
Cuellar's) mission, to call off its
raids, particularly those on shipping," said an Arab diplomatic
source, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
Western diplomats said Perez
de Cuellar made a cessation of
hostilities a precondition for his
mission, which begins in Tehran,
the Iranian capital, on Thursday.
Gulf-based shipping sources,
who demand anonymity, say 23
ships were hit last week by Iranian
and Iraqi attacks. Sixteen vessels
were confirmed to have been hit.
Attacks on the others have not
been independently verified.

lb $ 1

Baby

Peas

Mrs. Beulah A. Lamb, 87, of 211
Irvan St., Murray, died today at 6
a.m. at West View Nursing Home
Her husband, Edgar Wilson
Lamb. died Aug. 1, 1972. She was a
member of Seventh and 'Poplar
Church of Christ.
Born Jan. 13, 1900. in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late James Sykes
and Josephine Clark Sykes.
Mrs. Lamb is survived by one
daughter. Mrs. Eva Thurman, 515
South 13th St., Murray; two sons.

69

Country Sausage
Limas

Mrs. Beulah A. Lamb

MANAMA. Bahrain iAP1 Arab diplomats say Iran and Iraq
appear to have called an informal
truce in the Persian Gulf "tanker
war" because of U.N. Secretary.
General Javier Perez de Cuellar's
peace mission this week.
Iraq has not reported an air raid
against Iran since Saturday. And
gulf shipping sources sai they
knew of no Iranian gunboat attacks on neutral shipping since
Friday.
However, diplomatic sources
said that a missile crashed in
Kuwait on Saturday, the third
reported in a week. Kuwait expelled five Iranian diplomats after a
missile struck Kuwait Friday.
On Monday, the Netherlands
joined a growing list of countries

Field's
Choice

Wells Overbey
the board of directors of Bank of
Murray.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Joyce -Reynolds Overbey; two
daughters, Dr. Lochie Overbey,
Saginaw, Mich., and Mrs. Mary
Wells Evans, Fairfax, Va.; one.
stepdaughter, Miss Barbara G.
Weaks, Moline, Ill.; one stepson,
William C. Weaks and wife, Patsy.
Kuttawa; one sister, Mrs. Patty
Mae Moody and husband, Gordon,
Murray; one brother, Bruce G.
Overbey, Venice, Fla.; three
grandchildren, Shannon
Christopher. Stephanie Anne
Evans and William Steven Weaks.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements

Will Mason Outland, 82, of Rt. 8,
Murray, died Monday at 11:40
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He was a retired employee of.
Murray Division of Tappan Co.,
97% -1/s and a member of Cherry
Corner
158% -21
/
4
Baptist
Church.
37% •ILA
Born March 26, 1905, in
2014B 20/
1
4A
Calloway County, he was the son
4(0 4 .1
33% .1
of the late W.R. Outland and Onie
59% .% Eldridge Outland'. His first wife,
611i :wit Mrs. Lucille Outland, died May 2.
50/
1
4 -114— 1963.
52% UDC
He is survived by his wife, Mrs
1
4 •11
39/
/
4 Imadean Schroader Outland, to
1011
/
4
whom he was married on June 7,
.1964; one daughter. Airs. Shirley
3'11/2
Von Schoech and husband, Paul,

Small Meaty

Pork Ribs

Wells Overbey, 79, of 1507
Sycamore St., Murray, died today
at 9:28 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A retired attorney at law, he
served as Murray City attorney
for over 28 years. He also served
four years as Calloway County
attorney.
Mr. Overbey had served as
chairman and a member of the
Murray Board of Education,
chairman of the board of adjustments of the city of Murray
and chairman of the board of
trustees and Sunday School
teacher at First United Methodist
Church where he was a member.
He received his B.S. degree
from Murray State University and
the Juris Doctor degree from the
University of Kentucky School of
Law. He is a member of the
Calloway County, the Kentucky
and American bar associations.
Mr. Overbey served in the Navy
during World War II and held the
rank of Lt. (jg). He was a member
of American Legion, Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free-and Accepted
Masons, the UK Alumni Association, the MSU Alumni Association
and a charter member of the Murray Country Club.
He has served as government
appeal agent for Local Draft
Board No. 10; as a special judge in
Marshall and Caldwell circuit
courts and as a special prosecuting attorney in Christian circuit court.
Mr. Overbey was a member of

NN, ill Mason Outland

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617

Wells Overbey

4

Remember the 10th
/
I'M
COLLiC TING,
PAR%

PAu

evema0 TV
VOV
'J
COW SAc it
TO.Vietow•
-....

The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper
carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th of the
month in
order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women They
buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them to
you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th they have
to dig down
into their own pockets to make up the difference.
• Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They
depend on you to write their pay checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier
So. .paying
avoid getting caught without the
right change and you avoid the bother of

by mail is a simple way to

monthly collection

.
19
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Community... (('oat'd from page 5)
Thursday,Sept. 10
Calloway County LaLeche
League will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Sharon Hart, Highway 64
West. For transportation call
759-1647
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp
1460, Sons of Confederate
Veterans, will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Graves County Courthouse,
Mayfield.
————
Aging Committee of Purchase
Area Development District will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at PADD office,
Highway 45 North, Mayfield.
————
Calloway County Adult Basic
Education classes will meet at 6
p.m. at Calloway County High
School, Room 112, west entrance.
For information call 753-5479 or
753-8141.
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Jim's _Garage at Dukedom,
Term., from 9 to 12 a.m. and at
Cuba Grocery and Restaurant
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Tests for
blood pressure, glaucoma and vision will be taken.
————
Hospice Volunteer Training session will be at 6 p.m. in third floor
education unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
————
"Chinatown" will be film shown
free at 7:30 p.m. in Curris Center
Theater, Murray State University.
————
Jackson Purchase Section of
American Society for Quality Control will meet at 6 p.m. at Holday
Inn, Mayfield.
———
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in third floor
lassroom of Educational
Building, First United Methodist
Church. For information call Pam
,it 759-1105, Brenda at 753-2513 or
Cilen at 435-4143.
Support group for persons with.
eating disorders will meet at 6
p.m. on fourth floor, Wells Hall,
Murray State University.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at Senior Citizens'
Center at Benton at 8 p.m.-For information call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Lee greenwood will present a

THE MURRAY LEDGER a TIMES

Thursday, Sept. 10
Thursday, Sept. 10
Murray
Chapter No. 92 Royal
,,.
concert at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State Univer- Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
sity. Admission will be $12. For in
will meet at 7.30 p.m. at masonic
call 762-6951.
hall.
————
An exhibition of events of United
States Constitution will be on
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9
display at Wrather West Kentucky
a.m. at First Baptist Church.
Museum at Murray State University. Admission is free. For information call 762-4771.
Events in Land Between the
————
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
Dexter Homemakers Club will
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and
meet at 9:30 a.m at Dexter
Skywalk at 2 p.m at Golden Pond
Center.
Visitor Center.

Your Individual Horoscope

Fraaces Drake
FoR WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 9,i97

ARIES

AQUARIUS

(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Olt
A sense of frustration on the job
could easily occur now. Curb impatience and downplay ego. Some do a
favor for an in-law. Educational
interests are favored.

(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Negotiations about business could
drag on longer than anticipated.
Power play tactics are used by
higher-ups. You function best in
group affairs now.

IF BORN TODAY, you are inclined
to public service and are usually
motivated by universal principles.
You dislike being in a subordinate
position and belong in a position of
leadership. It's when you lose yourself in a cause that you're most
effective. Rise above the details of life
and see the larger picture. You may
have a talent for administration and
can succeed in such fields as law,
politics and religion. Birthdate of: Leo
Tolstoy, writer; Sylvia Miles, actress;
and Otis Redding, singer.

TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Pit
You'll have to fight off escapist
tendencies today, Tackle unfinished
businesti. You may have mixed feelings about an evening social engagement.
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PISCES

new

(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A partner and you may not click as
a team today where shopping is
concerned. Career pressures require
self-discipline, but the job gets done.

GEMINI

Dance session tonight
The MSU Dance Theatre will
hold information sessions on Tuesday and Thursday, September 8th
and 10th at 3:30 p.m. in the dance
studio located backstage of Lovett
Auditorium. These sessions are
open to anyone in the community,
male or female, experienced or
beginner, according to Karen A.
Balzer, Assistant Professor of
Speech Communication and
Theatre, who serves as the Artistic
Director of the company.
Since its inception in 1980, the
MSU Dance Theatre has grown in
size of company and scope of its activities. According to Balzer, this
year's ensemble will have many
performances and workshop ac-

tivities both on campus and touring
the region.
The MSU Dance Theatre will
present their annual concert on the
Robert E. Johnson stage April 7, 8,
9, 1988. This year's concert theme,
"Spring Fever", will feature pieces
that range from up-beat jazz to
Stravinsky's Rite of Spring.
Anyone who is interested in being
a part of the MSU Dance Theatre
should attend the information sessions on Tuesday and Thursday.
Balzer said that this would not be
an audition, just attend the
meetings and learn about the company. Anyone with questions can
contact Balzer at her office in the
Johnson Theatre or by calling
762-4635.

Support group for persons
with eating disorders planned
A support group for persons with
eating disorders will have its first
meeting at 6 p.m. Thursday, Sept.
10, on the fourth floor of Wells Hall
at Murray State University.
Harold Leonard, a graduate student studying clinical psychology
at Murray State, will lead the
group, which is scheduled to meet
weekly in the psychological center
on campus.
Two eating disorders which have
received widespread attention are
anorexia nervosa and bulimia.
Leonard explained that the support
group will provide education and
positive treatment methods to help

victims of the diseases and their
families.
Anorexia is a potentially lifethreatening disordec characterized
by an active refusarto eat, often in
the context of a good appetite,
which results in severe weight loss
and a variety of phsical symptoms.
Bulimia is characterizedby uncontrolled binge-eating episodes in
which the individual consumes
large volumes of high caloric foods
within a brief period of time followed by the taking of laxatives or selfinduced vomiting.
Additional information about the
group may be obtained by calling
Leonard at 15021 762-2504.

Automatic
Dryer

Direct-Drive
Washer
Model
LA5400
Large Load
Capacity

(May 21 to June 20)
It's not the time to introduce new
friends to family or to entertain at
home. A partner wants your company
at a business function. Comply with
others' wishes.

CANCER

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

22)

(June 21 to July
Do your duty quietly and it will be a
day of accomplishment. Don't force
issues. Strain may exist with a
higher-up, but try to live with it for
the present.

1 Young sheep
5 Choose
8 Bow of vessel
12 Winglike
13 Hosp
casualty
14 Son of Jacob
dy
15
body
in
Arranges
17 fA
orira
osn

LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Back-to-school may mean extra
expenses in connection with children. This is a good time to meet with
teachers. Have time available for
offsprings' needs.

in
rde
France
20 Make
amends
21 Sums up
23 Dock
24 Joan of —
26 Flower part
28 "— Hat"
31 Proceed
32 Kurosawa
19

VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Though you should be wary of
unnecessary credit use, you'll find
this a good time to deal with property
repairs and the buying and selling of
real estate.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Don't let those little things that irk
you build up. Now's the time for a
heart-to-heart discussion. Serious
mental work is favored. Catch up on
correspondence.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
C4€
Friends are a distracting influence
and you may find yourself losing
patience. Applying yourself to the job
now will bring you positive rewards.
Duty comes first.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Somebody wants to wine, dine and
commit you to his way of thinking.
Don't allow yourself to be rushed-into
a decision. Don't mix business with
pleasure.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 toJan. 19)
Take care of things at home today.
Agreement about travel is hard to
reach at present. You'll make things
easier by being cooperative.

fll

Couple''
36 Concur
38 Wager
39 "God's Little
—"
41 — gin fizz
43 Sufficient
45 Turkish
decree
48 Rest
50 Bait
51 The sweetsop
52 Inlet
54 Verve
55 Withered
56 Turf
57 Cincinnati
team

1 Young girl
2 Toward
shelter
3 Lunatic
4 Stigmatize
5 Lyric poem

2

3

4

5

6

7

13
12UUS
17

16

15
19
21

•
•

24

23

22
27

25

swiss
32

31

35

34

36
41

40
43
48

49

51

52
56

riu

riw

6 River in Italy
7 Little boy
8 Wooden
girder
9'Rumor
10 Part of stove

11 Sagacious
16 Danson and
Shackelford
18 Wading bird
22 Kind of cloth
of
23
glass
8
9
24 Time gone by
25 Land
14
measure
RI
27 Golf term
18
29 Native metal
UU
30 Fondle
20
35 Spruce
36 War god
37 Lamb's pen
name
38 Snoopy, e.g.
28 29 30
40 Shut
42 Command 33
43 Macaws
44 Apportion
38
37
46 — End Kids
47 Sea eagles
42
49 Bitter vetch

ills

46

47

—• U

50
53 A. lEi.

50
54

53

U.5

57

Refrigerator

-You' like
your new
Whirlpool
appliance.
or they'll replace it free
...for up to one year:'

POLE SHED ARA'
SWEDE RAD I CA Li
MATTER TELL!
A
0
IMEICICILI
LIUCM MI LIE3
0111111112A P UD
pop OD OPOO
OUOM 12100MMO
GOOODU MOB
000 DOOM 000 A
OEM MODO OGG

45

44

FOB

OTTO

'OWES

DOWN

33 Again prefix
34 The —
1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Whitl

Model
ET18NKXR
18.0 cu. ft.
Refrigerator.'
Freezer

Dishwasher

Model
DU8000X11
•Ouie Waal, Swam
'15.5 Cycia Oman
Clean'"
•HTTerrip Washing Option
•64tour Delay Washing
Option

•5 Auto natic Cycles•Water Temp Control with 3
Wash 'Rinse Options • 2 Water Levels • Easy
tClean Lint Fitter

• Provision for Optional ICEMAGIdi Automatic
Ice Maker•No-fingerprint Textured Steel Doors*
\ 6e-through
,.
Crispers and Meat Pan Covers

• 3 Temperature Selections • 4 Drying Cycles•
Side Swing Door• Extra-Large Lint Screen}
OW H.A vtAinuet mtiNAcemerrt
MA.1011 APSUAIICR

Oil WHIRLPOOL

REFRIGERATOR
FREEZER

Whill col GOLD RING DEALER

Model ET201)S

41 34

19 'It u It Storage( Jo& itv
P11)%1'0011 101 Opt If mai de
I( I N.1 34(.1( • A utomats(
I' Maker
Arliustahle
Sto'r'age Kin%

$45.70 pow month

CHEST FREE7ER

WHIRLPOOL GOLD RING DEALERS HAVE IT ALL IN STORE FOR YOU!
FREE-STANDING COMPACTOR

•9.0 U. It. Storage(apat it
• No-fingerprint Textured
Steel lid
•Slide and Store Basket

Model
El40901XS

• TOUCH-10f - Drawer
Opener
• Dense Pack Control
•h Color Decorator
Panel Park

30" ELECTRIC RANGE

ELECTRIC DRYER

• Self-Cleaning
Oven'
• Automatic
MEALTIMER
Clock
•Solid, Panoramic
Black-glass
Oven Door

WhIrpool Model
LE7810XP
Electric Dryer
•Supor Load Capieeity
'Dry Miner' Control
•6 Drying Cycles
• infinite Temperature
'tin Sid
•Special Krer Swine
•Gonine New System
*Convenient leampie Door
•ferrs wide opining to
drying drum
•Frid of Crags Signei

90 DAYS SAME AS CASI ,,th9
k proved
R
In Warranty Service
Extended Warranty
Available

(641 South)

•8 ‘utornatir
(viles
•4 Water
Teinoerattire
Settings
•MA(.1C 1.1 AN •
SOC.( leaning
I int Filter

month

TO 24 MONTHS TO PAY

JONES GOODYEAR
721 S. 12th St.

AUTOMATIC WASHER

per

Model
R136.58XP

Free Delivery

No-Frost ReWhirlpool Model ED22MM
Capacity • Jet-Cold Temfrloirstor • 22 1 Cu
Pan
•
Humidity
Controlled
perature Controlled Meat
Vegetable Crisper • Thru-the-Door Ice and Water
Dispenser

por month

753-0595

•Goodyear Tires
•Philco, Magnavox & Panasonic
•All Automotive Service

yr
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CLASSIFIEDS
1
•

Legal

2

Notice

2

I Larry Salmon will not
be responsible for any
one's debts, other than
my own as of today
Sept 5, 1987
otice

Getting Old
and Slow
i
Fgot
:t
*

Opening Tuesday
Sept. 8th

Carolyn's
Corner
Located inside
Uncle Jeff's

Ask

Extra nice used lurn,tve
Plus new gortware
and more
Financing available
759-0575

1987 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay-iv:fen more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance
wilt have to pay the
first $520.00 before
Medicare
pays
anything. For free information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Carolyn Maxlow
Happy 50th!

THE FAR SIDE

Notice

2

2 .Notice

By GARY LARSON

6

Help Wanted

Won't say
how old but
Happy
Birthday!
J.L.O.

NEED HELP!

Happy,
Happy
Birthday

Faye is
40 Today

FULL ,

,LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

1:ICENCED cosmoidt
°gist tor booth rental
Cali 753 4070 between
9A M. 5P M
MAINTENAN -CE
S.U.PERV1SOR.__
mediate opening for
qualified commercial
maintenance roofing
supervisor Must travel
ektensively
excellent
salary, benefits and
transportation fur
nished. Send resume
showing all previous
experience and re
quired salary to P 0
Box 947, Mayfieici. KY.
MAS1-AGE theiapist
trainee part time posi
tion Prefer female over
30 Must be athletic and
possess a high moral
character and a with°
gness to work • No
experience necessary,
licensed instructor will
train qua4ifier:1 candid
Apply in person
ate
Head Quarters. 715 S
12th St . between SP M
7P M , Thurs Fri and
Sat. No phone calls
NEED a 16
- 0 4 openings
now You may qualify
if: (11you do not have
GED or vour high
school diploma. 11 you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 11 We are a EOE.
This : proiect is funded
by the 'Western Ky
Private industry
Council
JT PA
Call
J TPA Out Of School
753 9378 between 8 30
11 00 5 days a week
NEED work full or
part time Call Avon,
Faye McClure 753 0232
or Want to buy Avon "

For the Fiscal Year Ending June, 1987

Need Extra Money?
Average 59 50 on hour
demonstrating beautiful
Christmas decorations
Work your own hours
Cal 527-1162

H•lp Wanted

9. Situation Waled.

MILITARY regulafon
alterations. All types of
other sewing
Flags
macse to order Ironing
and babysitting
Call
Barbara 759 1836
WILL keep child 3 y-e-eirS
or older in my home
753 0118
WOULD YOU LIKE TO
COME HOME TO A
CLEAN HOUSE? Re
asonable rates Excel
lent references Will
also do laundry &
ironing Call 753 4339
WOULD like to care for
children in my home
References available on
request 75.3 5290

Professional
Reading Help
For Your Child.
Appointment:
759-4578

90I1019.4.9,11 'II DID' ow. ••••
Mrs sr. 490099 too .-toos to ow
0111 14•111 a P.a.Am.
••••-••••

Accredited laiwebar MATTS
Financial Aid Avaliabee

9

THERE'S NOTi.ii746 LIKE
(7-MINUS TO MAKE
YOUR BOWS DROOP

.

14

Want to

But

211 S. 15th Street

Murray, KY 42021

Route 1,

Hazel, KY 42049

300 S. 8th Street

Murray, KY 42071

300 S. 8th Street

Murray, KY 42071

104 N. 5th Street

Murray, KY 42071

1502 Chaucer Dr.,

Murray, KY 42071

or 232-5928.

404.S. 12th Street,

Murray, KY 42071

16. Home Furnishings

WANTED:
Lumber Logs
Rec. Oak. ,lite Oa.
and Poplar
The APATW4 IN
SCHOOL. I
GE1TIN6
COMPLETELY
i.k,AN0
OF
OUT

Board Member
Clegg Austin, M.D.,

dustry (303)759-

DRESS making,
3200 EXT 2403
alterations, drapes, etc
436 5850
GEVERAL house and
office cleaning 5 years
experience References 11- Instruction
supplied
759 1578 or L'rKN to Square
753 8642
Dance Western style
I would like to take care Classes start Sept 13
yv 0 w
of sick or elderly per
Hall 3rd and
son. $600 per month
Maple
Murray
1 4
Experienced
Phone P M-.436 1195
527 3474

Board Member
Robert Hughes, M.D.,

Wamted

International
Metal Building
Manluacturer

Treasurer
Clark Harris, M.D.,

Situation

PRN nurses aid Work WOULD like to babysit,
as needed, hours will in my home 753'6200.
vary after training, on YARD mowing and
all shifts
Apply_ in trimming
Large or
person
Fern Terrace small'iobs
Call
Lodge, 1505 Stadium 435 4447
View Drive E_O E
RECEPTIONIST 10. Business Opportunity
cashier
part time
Seeking intelligent,
INTERNATIONAL
organized, work orien
tea individual Apply in
SERVICE COMPANY
person Head Quarters,
715 S 12th St
Thurs.,
Fri and Sat , 9A.M.
4 30P M
No phone
calls
REPS NE E E-b--1•3?
business accounts Full
Time. $60,000 $80,000
Part Time, 511,000 518,
000 No selling, repeat
business Set your own
.hours
Training pro
vided
Call 1 612 938
6870. M F, Barn to 5pm
(Central Stanaard
Time)
SAM-- position
Ex
perience preferred or
will train right people
High commissions,
growth potential with
expanding company
Call (901)247 3210
WANTED
versa-fTfe
selecting
bacs player and
drummer interested in
ougder/dealer in
playing original mate
rial
For obiective
some open areas
album recording Only
seriously interested,
potential profit
High
male or female Call
Terry 623 6.338
in our growth In-

Chairman, Board of Health
James L. Erwin,

9

APPEANUTS

CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH
George H. Weaks, Judge/Exec.,

6

Wanted

2 exuerieoLed
Auto Body Peopie
5 years experience
necessary
Full time
Yearly employment
Send resume to
Martin Auto Body
P0 Box 712
Shelbyville, ICY
40065
502 633 0682

CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH
TAXING DISTRICT
FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Published in accordance with KR5 424.220 and 65.070.
The following information and supporting data may be inspected by the general public at
701 Olive St., Murray, KY from Sept. 21, to Sept. 25, between 8:00 AM and 4:30 PM.

Help

Needed
Immediately

stones P.O.

" Stylist

"Yes ... wiff you accept a
collect cattie call from Lester?"

6

EASY work! Excellent
pay! Assemble products
at home For into call
504 641 8003 Ext A 8047.
ELECTRIC inspector
for city of Murray Call
753 6784_
FULL anct part time
help swede° Animal
Shelter. Applications at
the Public Library..
Fri , Sept 4th from
3 6P M
Toes . Sept
8th from 3 eP M
re
Box 764
FULL or part time
help
Local service
company Must be able
to work odd hours
Willing to work
No
experience necessary.
If interested write P 0
Box 1040 M. Murray No
phone calls accepted
PART tre
$180 per roll taking
photographs, ex
your lawn or
perience unnecessary
35mm camera and film
tend
THE Gold Nugget, supplied free 1 416 481
south side of square, 2100 Days
Eves
Ntpu'll find it
Mayfield, Ky 247 6762
Wknd Ext 0454
Diamonds, black hills HOMEMAKE. RS
right here in the
gold, lekt gold chains
NEEDED' Christmas
"We sell for less!"
....We Cash! Own hours De
guarantee it " Jimmy monstrate beautiful
classifieds!
Thompson Jeweler
CANDLES related de
cor! New party plan!
Kit provided
no in
6. Help Wanted
vestment! no delivery
Free catalog 1 800 721
ARTIST model De
LEFT HOUSE
partment of • Art. Part 8292
COUNSELOR'S
time. Salary 55.00 per
TRAINING SEMINAR hour Experience in NOW taking ap
artistic sensitivity plications for ex .
$10.00 Registration
preferred Work will be perienced auto. rnachin_...
Scholarship fund
assigned according to ist. Block boring and
Available, Babysitneed for models for, fall crank shaft grinding
ting provided
and spring semester
experience necessary
Contact Department of Call 502 527 318,11. ask for
Fri. 6-9 pm Sept 11
Art, Murray. Ky 42071 Frank.
Mon. Sept 14 thru
502 762 3784
EOE, OFFICE in Hardin
Fri.
M.• F.
looking for 2 people to
Sept. 18. 6-9 pm all
BABYSITTER needed
work, nice office above
Monday through minimum wage
Call
nights
Friday, 7A.M sP M. Mon Fri 12 sP M 354
Open to those wanCall 753 9248
6345
ting to volunteer to
COSMETOLOGIST-7 OVER the road drivers
work at Life House.
barber stylist part
We ot,fer an excellent
time only Local Salon salary and benefit
Ministers, & those
seeking intelligent. package including
who make referrals
work oriented
mileage _pay on actual
For more informawith excellent corn
miles, loaded and
munication 'and techni
empty fuel bonus, pact
tion contact Life
unloading and loading,
cal skills Minimum 1
House at 753-0700
year experience prefer drop • pick up.- lay
ctrom 9:30 am to 4:30
someone not locally overs, medical and life
trained. Income to $7 insurance, paid
pm.
per hour
vacations, and late
Apply in
person, Head Quarters, model equipment
If
LEGAL NOTICE
715 S 12th St No phone
you are at least 23, have
All inquiries 2 years verifiable over
calls
strictly confidential
the road experience,
cleaning driving record,
EARN excellent money
and can pass a DOT
in home assembly work
physical, give us ,a call
Jewelry, toyS and
at 753 1717 and ask for
others
T & PT
Danny or Dick
PT L
available.. Cali today!
(Paschal Truck Lines.
1 518 459 3546 ttoll re
Inc ) Hwy 631 South
fundable) Dept B973
Murray, Ky 42071
14Hrs

... to prune a tree,
cut
your garden?

--Our Seth sear

2 .Notice

Board Member.

CONTACT:
James Mathis
Dover, TN
015-232-8400

Ron Babb, D.M.D.,
Board Member
Mary A. Anderson, D.V.M.,
Board Member

ix

Sally Duford,

817 BagWell

Murray, KY 42071

Route 1,

Murray, KY 42071

Board Member
Dan Miller, Esq.,

GIMME A -2"!

Board Member

RECEIPTS
Balance carried forward from previous fiscal year
Public Health Tax less sheriff's fee

$310,040.91

Other (Interest collected)
Final tax settlement 1985

19,859.25
45.29
$154,555.50
$464,596.41

134,650.96

TOTAL
TOTAL available for Disbursement

08-15-86 Purchase
08- 15-86 Purchase
09-10-86 Purchase
10-09-86 Purchase
11-25-86 Purchase
12-02-86 Purchase
01-14-87 Purchase
02-11-87 Purchase
03-12-87 Purchase
05-07-87 Purchase

$20,310.62

WILL YOU GIVE
SARGE A MESSAGE
5URE
FOR MEI-

9,328.33
9,598.12
9,328.33

30,756.63
$149,404.29
196.80

TELL HIM I
BORROWE2
t-I15 JEEP

Va.

9,962.83
10,068.28
9, 818.33
9,328.33
9,328.33
21,576.16

06-01-87 Purchase District Health Dept
TOTAL
09-02-86 Murray Ledger & Times, publ. fin. statement
10-09-86 Murray Ins. Agcy. Fid. Bond
12-31-86 Peoples Bank, checkbook and binder
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
06-30-87 BALANCE
06-30-87 ASSETS:
Cash in Bank
Certif. of Deposit

22.

I

DISBURSEMENTS
District Health Dept.
District Health Dept
District Health Dept
District Health Dept
District Health Dept
District Health Dept
District Health Dept
District Health Dept
District Health Dept
District Health Dept

gri
9-8

nue8f2

SLONDIE

$314,691.72
.314,691.72
71,940.75

"This is to certify that at the close of business on June 30, 1987, a balance of $314,691.72 was
credited to the account of the Calloway County Public Health Taxing District.
Max H. Brandon
(Officer or Cashier of Bank)'
Peoples Bank of Murray
Witness my hand this the 2nd day of September, 1987.
George H. Weaks
Chairman, Calloway County
Public Health Taxing District

11[1:13:=1___
rwe
JtAGLE
AWA1r5
WAR„,

•
ELDER OF THE morel„
ALL THE TRIBES
WILL COME.
OUR

LLONGO„ COUNCIL OF
CHIEF, ORDERS MEETING
NON,.AT GREAT SWAMP.
MEET NG NOw?
yys4ERE'S My Si.
LLONI ?

Commonwealth of Kentucky
County of CallOway
Subscribed and sworn to by George H
September, 1987.
My commission expires: 1-11 -90

Weaks before me on the 2nd day of

1
Jane Weaks, Notary Public

Musical

ANTIQUE upri-ghi
player piano, corn
pletely restored $1800
Call 759 4407 after 5P M
RUDOLPH Wurlitzer
piano, S750. Wurlitzer
organ, $250. Baby
Swing, $20, dishwasher,
$250 753 7323

24. Miscellaneous

266.95
36.65
$149,904.69

•

1 TWIN BOOKSHELF
headboard, box springs
and mattress, chest,
night stand solid pine. 3
years old, excellent
condition. 5300 753 5211
BEIGE striped
recliner, 'green plat
form rocker, and red
velvet couch. 753 4039
.TE-F
iNY
- Linn baby bed,
swing and stroller 436
5602.
KING mattress with
springs and frame
753 9248.

)04.9A!

1979 580 C Z'AS€ back
hoe, very goad condi
hon. 437 4467
20- CU. FT. KeIvinatiir
frost free refrigerator.
$150. 474.2796.
FAYE -r-S
Tiger and
Laker
gym bags.
shirts, jerseys, sweats,
jackets, caps Next to
Pagliars.
FIREWOOD for sale.
437 4667.
GLIDDEN latex-wall
paint 5 gallon can,
$2999. Get at Black's
Decorating Center, 701 .
S. 4th St., Murray
HUNTERS Special
camper for sale gas or
electric refrigerator, gas
stove, furnace, $900 Call
after 5.30p.m. 753 6919.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable.
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky 502 247 7831.
MULCH for sale shred
ded hardwood bark by the
truck load, brown or
black, fresh or full corn
posted. U haul or we de
liver. Call Jerry 759 4808

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 18S7

CLASSIFIEDS
24. Miscellaneous

27 Mobile Homes for Sale

PENTAX mount lens, 1974 12x60 TRAIL-ER
like new
80 200mm on 100x180 shaded lot 3
macro zoom and 28mm bedrooms, 1 bath, all
wide angle Certificates electric and wood heat
for 500 roils of film and Furnished and air con
120 photo enlargements ditioned
Negotiable,
All for $250. 759 9752
_
$12,500 or best offer
Days 759 1221. after
2 6. TV -Radio
4P.M 759 1193'
LEASE TO OWN 25" 1982 IIOWELt 14)(64
console TV with remote, mobile home Excellent
$53 a month. Murray condition, newly car
Rental & Sales. 753 8201
peted, gas heat, central
air
LEASE /0 OWN Wit
2 bedrooms, 2
eiess remote VCR, $32 a baths, kitchen, living
month Murray Rental room
Phone 753 3310
after 7P.M
& Sales. 753 8201
LEASE 16 OWN W 24x60 DOUBLE wide
with extra 12x12 room
color TV, $28 a month
Murray Rental & Sales attached
House type
1538201
siding, central heat and
air, nice carpets, ser
27. Mobile Homes for Sale vice pole. Call 753 2616.
NICE 1984 Continental
10*55"OW
being
mobile home .1.4x60 2
room and kitchen, par
bedroom, 2 full baths,
tially furnished 489
cathedral ceilings Call
2816.
after 8P.M. 7530921.
12x40 MOBILf
$600 153 6640 or 901 644 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
1924
2--WET3ROOM, 14x48.
14x48,-2 BEDROOM mobile home Owner $175 per month
492 8819
must sell. 492 8819
14x70 MOBILE home on 2 0-k 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
large shaded lot in
furniture., natural gas
county
2 bedroom, 1 electri
c, air con
bath, dishwasher, car
port. porch. central ditiOned. Shady Oaks
753 5209.
he4t and air
Call
NORTHyVIN-6 Mobile
759 1578
Home Park on North
fixi/Cr. SALEM, 1 Bed
room, 1 bath, fireplace,. 16th Street now has
trailer lots and trailers
central air, gas heat.
partly furnished, front tor rent 753 9866
porch, outbuilding
L ocated at Fox 30. Business Rentals
Meadows Call after
2 OR 4 car shop 753 9386
4p m 759 9452
or 753 4509
1402 1981 CLAYTON
mobile home Central Business space, near On
heat and. air, fireplace. 'versify. Phone 753 9393
1 bedrooms, 1 bath, FOR rent
Office or
Partially furnished 753 store space at Southside
7913 before 5P M or Shopping Center Phone
753-4544 atter 7P M
753 6612 or 753 4509

31

Want to Rent

Mirrray Ledger & Times

38. Pets-Supplies
4 9 . Used Cat's
49. Used Cars
53 Services Offered
BOARD vow dogs and 1979 C-IEXROLET
83
HONDA,
door,
4
APPLIANCE
cats with Hidden Valley

WANTED
Farm Land
To Rent
474-8042

Kennels Also, female
toy Pomeranian for
sale 489 2377

41. Public Sales

32. Apt' for Rent
F-L-T- bedroom 'apart

Yard Sale
Wednesdayr

Sept. 9th
ments. Lease and de
posit. No pets
No
7
a.m.
until dark
children. 753 9208
506
Richardson
1- BEDROOM apart
ment located at 1628 C
Portable typewriter,
Miller Ave $120 rent
lamps. complete set
and deposit Call 753
of dishes, linens,
3415; after SP M 753
7123.
bedspread, pictures
1 BEDROOM 6asemerit
and
antique
apartment. 1109 _Vine.
glassware
$125 a month plus
deposit. 753 6143
1 OR 2 bedroom fur
fished apartment, some 44 Lots for Sale
utilities furnished, close
3 ACRES with lots of
:a University and
trees, septic system
hospital
Deposit re
Reduced price
quired Call 753 4012 or
Southwest area 753
753 8756.
5233 after 6P M
1 or 2 BEDROOM
BEAUTIFUL building
apartment near down
lots in lake area near
town Murray Call 753
Kenlake, adoins fast
4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
developing resort Lots
436 2844.
may be bought singly or
2 BEDROOM furnished
at a special price for all
apartment, outstanding
20 lots Call MTG Better
location near campus
Homes and Gardens
Now available S195
7514000.
753 8585
KENTUCKY Lake lot 1
2 BEDROOM un
acre, 12x60 mobile
furnished apartment in
home, septic and well,
Stella $150 a riagnth, $16,500.. Home' 442 1770
deposit and references or Office 442 3632 Ow
required
753 7443 or ner financing.
489 2256.
LARGE lot for sale on
DUPLEX for rent, 2 Ky
Lake in Center
bedroom, 1 1 2 bath, Ridge Subdivision
strictly energy ef
Priced to sell, $750
firient, natural gas. 901 644 9046 or 901 247
ceiling fans, air con
3750
ditioning, fully car
NICE lot on 111, 6-1/2
peted, deluxe applian
miles North on natural
ces, storage • and other gas lines. 180x300
53600
desirable features 753
Days 753 1953 or nights
5344,
753 0870
tr
LAKEFRONT apart
ment 2 bedrooms,
garage, kitchen with 45
Farms. for Sale
•
appliances furnished
4
.AicREs m,i, per
Lease and deposit re
wired No children or 'ernanent pasture, pond,
pets
4 3 6 2 4 8 4 or f enciaig, excellent
building site 4 miles
753 7272
southeast on old Salem
i1JP Cal apts
Nor
road. $21,000 -Financial
thwoud Dr 1, 7 or 3 BR
A REAL PlEASER. Home pleases the eye.
Now renting
Equal assistance possible for
qualified buyer
price pleases the billfold Fresh as a daisy.
Housing Opportunity
527 0903
759 4984.
freshly painted and wallpapered in this
SECLUDED acreage
NICE eifeciency apar
two bedroom charmer And how about that
tment
Single or 100 plus acres near
canopy over the patio. Call century 21 Loretmouth of Blood River
married couple desired
ta Jobs Realtors. 753-1492 to view this for
and Beechy Creek,
No children or pets
your first home or your retirement home
Stove, refrigerator and about 1 2 tendable and
Call
water furnished Cali 1 2 in timber
Just now on the market
MTG Better Homes and
after_ 6 30P M 753 1817
NOW available Newly Gardens 753 40U0redecorated 2 bedroom
duplex
Kitchen with
range and refrigerator, 46 Homes for Sale
large living room with
11 1 2 MILES southeast of
wood burning fireplace,
Murray
1982 Energy
carpeted throughout
Saver. 54x24 Doublewide.
CARS
$200 per month plus
bricked 1.2 up, large
deposit No children or
'85 VW Jetta...loca ' ownPt air AM,FM
bricked front porch. 3 BR
pets 4.36_ 2755
2 bath, fireplace, great
stereo cassette low mileage
N OW taking ap
room, dining room, kit
plications for 1 and 1
then, ceiling fan, .• new
'85 Plymouth Reliant. . .4 door local
bedroom, section 8, lowwell pump, new septic, 22
income
family
at acres,
owner: fuLl power & air A down payment of
stocked pond, all
Southside Manor Apar
fenced, new 15x30 shed.
$300 Is probably all you will need to own this
tments Call 753 8221
large corn crib
Very
E qual Housing
car
quiet & friendly
Oppor1unity
neighbors. 538,000 Call
TAKING applications
'85 Chevy Caprice Classic. . .nicest 1
Mrs Todd 436 2105
for Section 8 Rent
Owner car on the lot. 30.000 miles. tilt
Subsidized apt 1, 1 or 3 2 LEVEL waterfront
home 4 bedrooms, 2
cruise, air, power everything. AM/FM Stereo
Apply Hilldale
BR
.
baths, 2 kitchens, 2
Apts
Hardin,• Ky
cassette You won't find another one like it
E qual Housing g reatroorns, 2
fireplaces, 2 car gar
Opportunity
84 Dodge Charger...We don't know why
age, 2 heat pumps.-boat
dock, extra lot with
this one is still here Air. 5-speed, less than
garden and fruit trees
34. Houses for Rent
40.000 miles. sporty, with fuel economy
Call MTG Better Homes
2 BEDROOM near un
and Gardens 753 4000.
'83 VW GTI. . .peppy gas saver with air.
iversity. 753 9562.
2 MOBILE homes on 3
5-speed, AM/FM stereo cassette. runs &
2 BEDR0OM house; acres more or less.
TVA insulated. gas West of Murray lust off
drives great
'heat, 410 S 10th $235 a .121 on blacktop road.
month plus deposit. Phone 489 2220
'82 Mercury Marquis...completely loaded.
753 6143.
3 BEDROOM house.
' owner, new car trade-in. V-8. mileage in
3 BEDROOM house -at 75,3 7928 after 5P M.
Panorama Shores. $250 BY OWNER
low 50's
New 3
per month. No pets. bedroom, 2 bath home
753 6531.
'82 Ford Escort. . .automalic air, low
in Canterbury Subdivi
3 BEDROOM house,sion. Attractive well
mileage. 1 owner, priced to sell
S 13th St., AC, gas heat
planned home Must see
No pets. References to appreciate, Call 753
'82 Buick LeSabre. „nicest around, power
required. $300 per 3903 after 4P.M
everything, V-8
month. 753 4862
FOR sale 3 bedroom
3 BEDROOM brick, 911 brick. Good neighbor
'81 VW Rabbit...air, AM/FM, excellent seWaldrop Dr
adiacent hood._ tasefully de
to MSU, furnished or corated, fenced yard.
cond car
unfurnished, $3.50 per •
-after SP M. for
month plus deposit. No appointment 753 7903.
'80 Buick LeSabre. . .new cr trade, full
pets. Family only 753 FOR sale
by owner 3
power & air. AM/FM stereo cassette
5714,
bedroom with applian
LYPRESS Creek ces, swimmin
g pool,
'77 Plymouth Fury.. .1 owner, 318 V-8, exLakefront, 2 BR house, wood
burning stove.
furnished, you pay elec
tra nice & clean See drive & even talk to
Reduced to 529,500. Call
tric. Years lease, deposit.
214.727 1393.
the previous owner This one has been
Call
pets.
No
Adults.
436
HOUSE and 2 lots. 3
cared for like a baby.
2366.
bedrooms, kitchen, liv
QUITE country setting.
ing room, bath, dining
'75 Chevy Malibu. . .1 owner, too nice to
1 or 2 bedroom, garage
room, utility room.
apartment, low rent in
believe Must see to appreciate
return for some work. carport, garden. 2 out
buildings 523,000. 492
753 5733.
8492.
TRUCKS fk VANS
TWO bedrooms, stove,
refrigerator. Married HOUSE on 1 acre lot, 4
'86 Plymouth Voyager-Mini-Van...local
miles west of Hardin on
couples only, no chil
Hwy 80, S18,500 Call
1 owner, new mini-van trade-in. 7 passenger
dren or pets
Re
ferences and deposit. 759 4137 after 6 30P M.
seating. 2 tone blue, full power & air. tilt
or 437 4948
492 8594 after 6P.M °
cruise, AM/FM stereo cassette
.
N
-Elk listing by owner:
3 bedroom home, extra
'86 Jeep Commanche...4X4, just 15,000
large lot, 1,1 fenced in
36. For Rent or tease
near school and stores.
1 owner miles, V-6, AM/FM stereo
7: ENT TO 0 ‘A-t-N
759 1761.
Quasar- VCR's $10 week
'85 Plymouth Voyager-Mini-Van... .Just
includes one free movie
rental/week 52 weeks.
inl 1 owner, full power & air, travel package
4
. Motorri-cies
TV's and appliances
that makes the rear seat into a bed
400 YAMAHA
available, Check our
low prices! Movie street. bike Must sell
'85 Chevy S-10 4X4 Blazer...1 owner, new
Owner goining across
World; 753 4663. • ,
country. 489 2377.
off road tires, V-6, ready for the hunting
37. Livestock -Supplies

thoul

The Pride is back in Paris. ..
Even in the used car department.'

season, low mileage

Whatever It takes, we want to be
your car and truck company
-111,,,s,rpr It fakrv
r ii suit I.. lie
I or sir limit I

PEPPERS
C 0M 413 1441
I•111,•••

SOO 141 14),

CHIMER -Pt YPAOUTH
11112 IAIT W000 It

00001
MIS 114

1•••foo•• Own,
Mon 1,I •6
OM • I

tIMMENT-AL and
Simbrah bulls Per
formance & se-men
Excellent qual
tested
ilY, $6.50 & up. Cadiz,
Ky. 522 8794.
XX Nice AOHA
Palamino Gelding. 4
years ofq 15 hand plus.
Excellent trail riding
horse. Will show W.P.,
excellent disposition.
502 554 8856 nights

48. Auto Services
IMPORT Auto Salvage
new and used parts
Open e A M 6P M.,
Monday
2325

Saturday
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474

49. Used Cars
-

1979 MOBconvertible,
approximately 46,000
miles, 4 speed $7900
(Paris) ?01642 4468
after 5P.M

Caprice Classic, power,
air,- cruise, extra clean.
Call 43e2427
19820LDS cullass
Supreme Brougham,
excellent condition,
$4300 753 3293
1984 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, excellent con
dition. $10,000. 437 4467.
1984 FORD Escort. 2
door. AM., FM cass
ette, 60,000 miles. Call
after 4 30 P M. 753 9369.
1984 FORD Ciii-Wn Vic
toria Power windows.
door locks and air.
759-1899 after SP.M.
1984 GRAND Prix7Air,
tilt, cruise, power win•
dows, tinted windows,
extra nice, $6000 759
4915. ,
1 986 CHEVROLET
Spectrum, 4 door, air
conditioning, cruise,
12,xxx
Call 759 1965
between
8A M. 3:30P M., after
6P.M call 753 6052.
1986 RED ford Cougar.
Low mileage, new tires.
Inquire after 6P.M. at
753 7605 or 753 0354
'67 CHEVY, factory air,
electric window, extra
nice. Phone 489 2816._
'72 VW, new brakes,
cylinders, exhaust,
shocks, tires, -paInt, etc.
$1200 May be seen
Kenfake State Park. 474
8842.
'79 SUBARU wagon; '77
Datsun wagon. 474 2325.
'80 CHEVY Citation, 2
door, hatchback, excel
lent condition 436 2237
or 753 1462.
'81 HONDA Accord.
Automatic with air,
power steering, 4 door,
A 1 condition_,.. low
.
mileage. 753.4801. •
'81. PONTIAC Phoenix,
4 door with hatchback,
automatic, air con
ditioning, AM/FM
radio, ideal student car.
S2000 753.9449 evenings.
7-81 REGAL Limited, 2
door; V 8 engine, blue,
sharp! 52500. 759 1405

Dan Taylor
Freddie Poe
Benton

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, lx. of
Paris. TN
New tir Use0
GM Executive
F'rogram Vehicles
11001-041-21.00
Hwy. PO W. - Paris

Aecord, $5500 759 11343
GERMAN made '55
BMW lsuetta bubble
car Must sacrifice at
61200 A rare and unique
antique car The whole
front opens up and
steering wheel pops out
Take me up on what
might be your once in a
life time deal 753 9602
or 753 3455.

50. Used Trucks
1983 FORD van Bivouac
conversion, double air,
double tank, loaded.
Excellent condition,
41,xxx miles_ 753 930.
'77 EL Camino S.S.,
70,000 miles. $2500. 3288364'nights.
84 MAZDA Sport LE,
good Cobdition Take
over payments
753 0086
CHEVROLET 1972, 6
cylinder, automatic,
pick up. Short bed, 67,
000 miles, $800 489 2595.

51. Campers
FIBERGLASS camper
lops.. fits Mazda B 2000,
raising side doors, 2
dorrs in back, lights,
radio speakers, fans,
roof vent. 5100. 753-4662.

52. Boats•Motors
NOW under new management! Special pur
chase 1988 XR 2 Mer•
cury in box price $5295.
Lakeshore Boats Inc.,
U.S 68, 5 miles west of
Cadiz. Phone 924 5527.

53. Services Offered

2 BEDROOM house and
1.2 acres_ 9 miles from
town, quiet neighborhood. 3 fireplaces, large
rooms, high ceilings.
Shop, other out.
buildings, fencing, or
chard, garden. $23,000.
435 4261.
ALL types of masonry
work
Block, brick,
concrete all basements,
driveways, patios.
Large or small jobs. 26
years. experience.
Charles Barnett 7535476.
A 1 ENTERPRISE
Wholesale dealer in gas
and wood burning appliances, offering full
service installation.
Also, fireplace repair.
*Chimney cleaning
*Masonry *Damper
•Bird screen •Hoods.
436.5355.
A 1 STUMP Removal.
. Reasonable rates, 10"
below surface. Call us
before you decide. Free
'estimates. 753 0906

FOR SALE OR RENT

SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 2Lch years
experience. P ts and
service Bobby opper,
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice, 202 S 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home)
APPLIANCE REPAIR.
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis
hwashers, re
frigerators, etc
Earl
Lovett, 354 6956 or 7535341.

*Four Star*
MOBILE ROME
REPAIR
Interior & Exterior
Doors Windows
Underpinning, Gutters
Vinyl & Carpel
Installed
Leveling, plumbing
sagged roots4 floors
repaired
-Best prices,
quality results''
Sliding Glass Doors
Complete & Installed
1450 thru Oct. 31st
Lattice Decks troth '250
"Factory Experiancia
Building 8 Servicing
Mobile Homes."
* PHONE (502)492-8488*

53

Services

Offered

GUTTERING by Sears

53. Services ()tiered
PAINTING. interior

and exterior
Roofing.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your Free estimates Call
specifications
Call Willie 436 2326.
Sears 753 2310 for free PAINTING
interior,
exterior 25 years exestimate.
HAMILTON Cultured perience Quality work.
marble and tile 643 Old Reasonable rates. Free
estimates. Yearry's
Benton Rd 753 9400
INSULATION blown in Painting 436-2245
QUALITY
by Sears
TVA ap
proved. Save on those workmanship Frame
and trim carpenter
high heating and cool
mg bills Call Sears Remodeling, patio and
753 2310 for free fencing. D.L. Poole,
435-4306.
estimate
LEE'S CARPET ROCKY COLSON Home
CLEANING
For all Repair, Roofing, siding,
your carpet & upholst- painting, plumbing,
ery cleaning. For a free concrete. Free es
estimate call 753-5827. timates. Call 474 2307 or
75.3-6973.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED electrician, ROOFING, shingle
residential and com- work, flat roofs._ Call
mercial. Air condition- collect 376 2968 ing. Sales and service. SEWING Machine ReGas installation and pair
All makes and
repair for natural and models. Home & InLP. Fred's Repair 753
dustrial. Bag closing
7203.
machines. Also scissor
MOBILE HOME sharpening 40 yrs.
Specialist, Repair, experience. All work
leveling, underpinning, guaranteed
Kenneth
roofs, floors, plumbing, Barnhill, 753 26 7 4,
Stella,
Ky.
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 759
4850.
ODD lob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
Kitchen Cabinet
plumbing, fencing. You
Recovery
name it, I do it. You
We make your old
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 436cabinets look like
2868 evenings.
new with woodgrain
laminated plastic,
WET BASEMENT? We
new doors,
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
hardware and
guaranteed. Call or
countertops. Many
write Morgan Constyles and colors.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
FREE ESTIMATES
409A, Paducah, Ky.
Murra 436-5560
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

Wulff

BETTER BUILT
CONTRUCTION. Storage buildings, treated
decks, and general
home' improvements.
Quality work for less
Free estimates. L.E.
Williams 489-2663.
**1
YARD landscaping,
leveling driveways,
753 *
blade work and bush'
5940 *
hogging. Call 436 5430 or
Custom kitchen
•ir
753-0659.
Cabinet%
BUSH hogging, free estimates. 753-5476.
AN Types 01:
COLLEY Tree Service.
Custom
Woodworking
Keep your trees in
•
shape by topping, prun.
ing, deadwooding,
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
spraying, fertilizing, or
•Drop by & see our showroom
removal of unwanted
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - iBenind eunnl Ekswi A
trees. Stump removal.
Complete tree care. 14
years experience. Free 411.**********************
estimates. 753 0366.
CONCRETE driveways, patios, brick and
block work. CALL 502492-8160.
DAVE'S WINDOW
‘
r.
&
CLEANING. Commercial
residential. 7539873.
MITCHELL Paving'
Train now for government exams for
Driveways, parking
County, State and Federal levels
City,
lots, seal coating and
SALARIES START
striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, topAS HIGH AS.
hr.
soil and grading. Phone
.EGAL
MECHANICAL
ifisPEcTORS
753-1537.
TPuCKiNG
MEDiCiscrDENT A.
CONSTRUCTION
FENCE sales at Sears
COMPuTERS
C.ERiCAL
,AW ENFDRCEMENT
now. Call Sears 753-2310
Civil Service Jobs available nationwide. High
for free estimate for
School Diploma not necessary Keep present job
your needs.
while preparing at.home for Government exams
FOR most any type
2 hour Workshop
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
Exam DemonGtration given
dirt and sand call Roger
Workshop will be held by:
Hudson, 753 4545 or
NATIONAL TRAINING SERVICE, INC., at:
753-6763.

* * * GET INTO * * *
JOBS
-.44
MEN & WOMEN 17-62

$9•48

c.

Attractive 2-3 BR home plus additional 1 BR
rental apartment located 1/2 block from MSU
campus, available Sept 15
Ideal for the young couple. excellent rental income
potential for the investor. $39,500
Phone

Kopperud Realty
753-1 222

Miller's 121
Mini Storage
Located on 121 Bypass

Holiday Inn, Murray, KY
U.S. 641 S.
Friday, September 11, 1987
at: 11:00 a.m. or 7:00 p.m. Only
fee of $500 is required at door'
(No phone callsl...Bring a pen I

753-6774 or 7534855
after 5 p.m.

A

A16117°1(1/

GRAilDPAREMS

Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in
the Murray Ledger & Times, Friday, September 11, 1987.
Example

COUPON
Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in your paper.(Photo
inclOSeitri
Name of child
Name of grandparents
A.d.a
<7 •
Michelle Pol0
Granddaughter of
Nellie Malys
Marion Polley
Send photo, names of
grandparents, name of
child, self-addressed
envelope for return of
original photo and S.0()
to.
Murry'Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY -r2o-1
Extra copies
of paper available
to send to
relatives

1110

Enclosed is $7.00 per child or bill me at the following
address:
Name:

Address:

Send by September 8 to be published September 11
Deadline for
receipt of
photo is Sept. 8
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Infant 2 Noce Set
Long sleeve screen print
tops and other assorted
styles with matching
corduroy pants Polyester/
cotton Sizes 12 to 24
Months

5.93

INAL MART

Re
9
93

gOtalE7
Girls
Infant/Toddler
Corduroy Dresses
Various styles
4
and colors in
jumpers and blouse
Polyester/cotton
Sizes 12 Months to
Toddler 4
LOW PRICE
EVERY DAY

$10

LOW PRICE EVERY DAY

9.93

LOW PRICE EVERY DAY

4.96

$5

Infant/Toddler
Costume Fleece Sets
Pick your child s favorite
costume from a variety of
styles Acrylic Sizes
6 Months to Toddler 4

Infant/Toddler Pajamas
2 P rce set
y
weight polyester Size
Tocidier 4

A. Toddler Boy
Flannel Shirts
Long sleeves and left
front poCket Straight
bottom Flannel plaid
All cotton Toddler
sizes 2-3-4

Toddler
Basketball Hi-Tops
Soft easy care uppers
Terry cloth and tricot
lining Padded collat and
cushioned rnsole for
comfort Sizes 1-5

LOW PRICE EVERY DAY

Terry or Fleece Sleep n Play

:•••,
M
I wirer is a eraclhonar•
Polyester

Gerona-6rI

atAv,

5.46

Reg
6.46

Infant Prams
tront :ippe,
,ir,d drawstring f
or Sit )l
Ssre - ft

,

B Infant/Toddler
Boy Or Girl Jackets
Full zipper front
Drawstring 000c
Cottonipoiyeste,
. Sizes 9 Mnrtr,
• Toddler .1

LOW PRICE
EVERY 0411Y

LOW PRICE
EVERY DAY

Reg. 7.83

FORMS-

(C6A9i.

Nursery Chair
Solid hardwood frame
chamber tray and
deflector Folds for
storage Non-toxic finish

Reg. 9.86
Diaper Bag
Nylon Diaper Bag
Multiple pockets for all of baby s
needs Adjustable shoulder straps
Removable changer pad with wipe
clean lining Assorted colors

7.

Reg. 9.96

3 Piece Bedding Set
Assorted -sets and -patterns
Poiyestericotton
LOW PRICE EVERY DAY

Century'
Commander
Car Seat
For toddlers
6 Adjustments
Meets or exceeds'
Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety
Standards
No 4813
LOW PRICE
EVERY DAY

12.96
PAADE IN THE U.S.A.

17.86

Graco'
"Tot Wheels" Walker
Stable wide stance base
Folds flat tor easy storage
o 4210IW

Baby Safetronics
Baby Intercom
UL approved
Operates on 9 volt
battery or AC outlet
No 602-00

GVAC4

Save

16.94

$5.00

Reg. 19.94

24.96

Save $5.00
Reg. 29.84

Save

oc

Reg. 29.96

Graco• High Chair
f asy on-off tray mechanism Large •!.) position
wrap around tray Safety seat belt with
I ,trap No F: 118

42.96
Greco

Reg.
49.96

Travel Mate Stroller
tf‘, lqung

Sale Good through Sunday, Sept. 13th
Hwy 641 North
Mon-Sat 9-9; Sun 12-6

CAL-MARTS ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE Policy—it
intention to h.rve every advertIsett 'tem /11 sin
advertised den, it not al...114616 I,
eh, Unforeseen
POO ?lime War Mart mil mr.rro. it Haal Chef on recloeSt tor the
erarlahle
men-hark/Ise to be eorrhAserl at the sale prrt
OfT0-111.111140 redoi lion in price
mil tel yogi a
yr,(1 on New
We reserve the

1.1fovat,ve,1 11111,11•

to

MasterCard

or

Paesoco

o

•

$7.00

4

IPAVX1

IR
I' WhPOPVW

3.ralaat ItMt, at af
,q..0,4 to limit rymord.... I rmt.ohons

